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RESUMEN 

 

 

Originalmente, los conceptos de espacio y lugar eran prácticamente sinónimos. Sin embargo, en 

tiempos de la modernidad comenzó a gestarse una diferenciación entre ambos términos. La 

palabra espacio comenzó a interpretarse no sólo como un hecho natural, como un atributo 

objetivo de las cosas que podían medirse, sino también como algo que podía usarse- maleable y 

capaz de ser dominado por medio de la acción humana. Esta concepción puede señalar el 

comienzo del proceso de separación entre ambos conceptos (el vaciamiento de la noción de 

espacio y la disrupción del sentido de lugar como lugar de existencia) hasta el momento en que, 

de acuerdo a lo propuesto por Yi-Fu Tuan, el espacio puede ser considerado como libertad y el 

lugar como arraigo- relacional o constituyendo la base de la identidad. No obstante, el espacio 

también ha sido definido como la experiencia subjetiva que deriva de las concepciones propias 

de distintos tipos de sociedades, lo que nos puede llevar a los ámbitos de la imaginación y la 

ficción. Una característica principal de las literaturas poscoloniales, es su preocupación con las 

relaciones espaciales y las figuras de lugar y desplazamiento. Las cuestiones relativas al medio 

ambiente, los distintos paisajes y las maneras en que estos afectan a los sujetos poscoloniales y a 

sus escritos, resultan centrales en los textos literarios poscoloniales. En esta tesis mi intención 

ha sido analizar el corpus seleccionado, desde una perspectiva poscolonial, ‘viajando’ a través 

del espacio, sus prácticas y modos de representación. Asimismo, intenté iniciar un diálogo con 

el discurso literario poscolonial, lo que considero podría ayudar a una mejor comprensión de los 

procesos de construcción de lugar e identidad, y, en la medida de lo posible, a desentrañar la 

manera en que los sujetos poscoloniales desarrollan sus procesos de ‘devenir.” 

Palabras claves: espacio – lugar – identidad 

 

 
 

ABSTRACT 

 

Originally the concepts of space and place were almost synonyms; however, a differentiation of 

both words was set in motion in modern times. The term space began to be understood no just 

as a  natural  fact, as an objective  attribute of  things which can be  measured, but also as 

something usable, malleable and capable of domination through human action. This conception 

may signal the beginning of the process of separation between both concepts (emptying of space 

and disruption of the sense of place as place of being) until the moment in which, according to 

Yi-Fu Tuan, space may be considered as freedom and place as rootedness- being relational, or 

constituting the seat of identity. Yet, space has also been described as the subjective experience 

derived from conceptions held by different types of societies that can take us into the realms of 

imagination and fiction. One major characteristic of post-colonial literatures is their concern 

with spatial relations and figures of place and displacement. Issues connected with the 

environment, the different landscapes and the ways in which these affect post-colonial subjects 

and their writings are at the core of post-colonial literary texts. In this thesis it has been my 

attempt to analyze the selected corpus from a post-colonial perspective, ‘traveling’ through 

space, its practices and modes of representation In addition, I intended to engage in a dialogue 

with post-colonial literary discourse that may add to a better understanding of place and identity 

construction processes, in order to, inasmuch as it might be possible, shed some light on how 

post-colonial subjects develop their processes of ‘becoming.’ 

Key Words: space – place – identity 
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Introduction 

 

Truth cannot penetrate a closed mind. If all places in the 

universe are in the Aleph, then all stars, all lamps, all sources of 

light are in it too.” (Borges 10) 

 

 

The words of Carlos Argentino Daneri, the well-known character in Jorge Luis Borges’ 

story “The Aleph,” serve to illustrate the first point I would like to make after having 

completed the reading process that led to the preparation of this thesis: we see what we 

wish to see; our sight- and our understanding- need to be helped by our will, and when 

both work together our mind opens up to new possibilities. As in the story, I found that 

in all human action there is a relation of interconnectedness that we are not able to grasp 

unless we want to apprehend it, and in case we accept the rules, a whole universe will 

disclose before our eyes and our intellect. It is this notion of interrelatedness and its 

implications what amazed me in the very first place and helped me to decide, later, on 

the subject matter for my future thesis. If I consider how I came to write about space 

and literature I should have to say it was merely due to the force of circumstance, or 

better, by this strange connection that exists among elements in the universe. I am a 

translator, and in the winter of 1994 I was asked by a colleague of the Geography 

Department to translate a series of chapters from books by reputed geographers and 

sociologists David Harvey, Rob Shields, Derek Gregory and Edward Soja. The subject 

was, obviously, Geography, but the contents of what I had to translate had so much in 

store for me as a future researcher than my eyes could meet at that time. I had no 

previous in-depth knowledge, either of the above mentioned geographers and scholars 

or of any of the theorists such as Lefebvre, Foucault, and Derrida and their works and 

contributions to the social sciences that these geographers visited and re-visited in their 

writings. The task was not easy and soon turned into a real challenge: the unavoidable 

problems of working with language made me, and the other translators I worked with, 

plunge into the difficulties of having to express in Spanish, concepts that had, so far, no 

antecedents, with words that do not easily admit hyphens and other ways of 

combinatory make-up (‘thirding-as-Othering’ can serve as an interesting example). 
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We worked so hard on those translations that in no time we had developed a liking for 

the texts, a mysterious need to really understand what they meant, and even a paper for 

a Translation Congress in 1998 about terminological difficulties and crisscrossed texts! 

It was somehow rewarding and, without my noticing, space issues had become part of 

my general knowledge. Not for long to be kept as background, because by the end of 

1999 I was admitted into the M.A. Program at Universidad Nacional de Río Cuarto – I 

had started doing research work by the end of 1994 in the field of literature-Chicano 

Literature to be more precise, and soon I discovered that space had re-entered my life 

through a different door. Shortly after I started working, I remembered the geography 

texts, the theorists, the ideas I had read for translation purposes; I recalled especially 

Edward Soja’s Thirdpace, from whose Introduction the sections referring to bell hooks, 

Gloria Anzaldúa and other cultural critics had been skipped by my Geography colleague 

and that I only came to know of, a couple of years ago, when I decided that the 

complete book by Soja had to be part of my library. 

More surprises awaited me when, reviewing Thirdspace I came across many other 

interesting contributions and associations that the author had established with Jorge 

Luis Borges, for example, and his well-known short story “The Aleph” to explain his 

idea of Thirdspace, “that space where all places are, capable of being seen from every 

angle, each standing clear; but also a secret and conjectured object, filled with illusions 

and allusions, a space that is common to all of us yet never able to be completely seen 

and understood, an unimaginable universe…” (Soja 56b). But that was not all, because 

Soja admitted that he owed great part of his re-conceptualizations of space to the spatial 

feminist writers, artists, film critics and post-colonial cultural  philosophers,  whose 

works provided a fertile meeting ground for initiating new pathways. Critics and writers 

that, by then I had become familiar with. We are part of an interconnected universe; and 

I could confirm this or reconfirm it, I should say, after having traveled myself with the 

help of Soja and Harvey through space, its theorists and practitioners. Harvey 

announced in The Condition of Postmodernity “There has been a sea-change in cultural 

as well as in political-economic practices since around 1972. This sea change is bound 

up with the emergence of new dominant ways in which we experience space and time 

(Harvey vii). What Harvey proposed had been stated more forcefully by Jameson when 
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he said that the post-modern shift could be attributed to the crisis of space and time in 

which spatial categories came to dominate those of time (in Harvey 201). 

In addition to what Jameson and later Harvey had said about the shifting 

conceptions of time and space, Soja proposed new ways of understanding the 

“meanings and significance of space and those related concepts that compose and 

comprise the inherent spatiality of human life: place,  location, locality, landscape, 

environment, home, city, region, territory, and geography” (Soja 1b) with the clear aim 

to encourage readers to think these terms ‘differently’ (my own emphasis). It was time, 

then, to enquire more closely into the nature of these and other related ideas concerning 

post-colonial literatures, by then, my field of study. The relation between space-place 

and identity in literature thus became an important part of my research work since 2000. 

This interest was oriented first towards a comprehensive reading of theoretical materials 

and later to the application of theory to literary analysis (focusing first on Chicano/a 

literary productions), the results of which were expressed through the presentation of 

papers in seminars and congresses, articles accepted to be published in journals, and 

also through participation in research projects. 

In view of all that was said above, it has been my intention in preparation for this 

work to examine several relevant theorists of space together with literary 

representations of postcolonial geography as expressed in the available theoretical texts 

and to scrutinize post-colonial space in its relation to the construction of place. Also, to 

analyze the connection between space and place materialized in post-colonial literary 

productions- with a special emphasis, on Canadian and Chicana literatures. The selected 

corpus for this purpose comprises two novels by Canadian writer Margaret Atwood: 

Surfacing (1972) and Alias  Grace (1996), and two novels by Chicana writer Ana 

Castillo: Sapogonia (1990) and So Far From God, (1993). In addition, this work is an 

attempt to integrate the concepts of space and place with that of identity construction, a 

central aspect of post-colonial literatures. As part of the previous tasks, I  would 

continue to search for definitions of the concept of border suggested by theorists, critics 

and writers. 

Canadian and Chicano/a literatures  share a common feature: their condition  of 

products of cultural processes of colonization and de-colonization. However, distinctive 

characteristics  might  be  identified,  for  instance,  in  the  way  in  which  identity  is 
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conceived and conformed. Preliminary hypotheses might suggest that while Chicano/a 

literary attitudes center on the processes of self-definition and self-determination, what 

has been defined by Alarcón as “an obsession about genealogy” (208), amidst different 

and heterogeneous cultures, Canadian literary attitudes might focus on the re-assertion 

of the self for survival in an often hostile environment. There might also be argued that 

Chicanos/as preoccupation may go beyond the construction of the individual self 

towards that of a social identity that will position them as a distinct group within 

American culture. Last, it can also be said that the need to establish differences from 

their American neighbors, appears to be a possible trait in Canadian literary texts, 

describing characters as victims in a helpless role, whereas Chicanos/as seem to reject 

victimization processes in favor of more antagonistic positions. 

Even though, it is already a fact applicable to all social sciences that hypotheses are 

almost always provisional, my attempt ‘to travel’ through space, its practices and modes 

of representation for the analysis of the selected corpus might constitute a point of 

departure for further research. Traveling through space I intend to engage in a dialogue 

with these varieties of post-colonial discourse that may add to a better understanding of 

place and identity construction processes. In a metaphoric way, I intend to enter the 

travel narratives of post-colonial subjects, their stories of dislocation and 

dis[mis]placement, and as a result of such an intrusion, to appropriate their feelings and 

try, inasmuch as it might be possible, to shed some light on how they develop their 

processes of ‘becoming.’ 

This thesis is made up of the present Introduction and six Chapters. Chapter 1 

contains the Theoretical Framework, which introduces the theoreticians and critics I 

resorted to for my research; it also provides the necessary support for the socio-literary 

analysis I intend to carry out in the novels that compose the reading corpus. Chapters 2: 

Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing: Barriers around the self, and 3: Margaret Atwood’s 

Alias Grace: Journey towards the unknown, explore the importance of spatial 

configurations and their incidence in identity construction. Chapter 4: Anonymity and 

mobility: Two variables of place and identity construction in Ana Castillo’s Sapogonia, 

and Chapter 5: So Far From God by Ana Castillo: Living on Borders and In Margins: 

Not Comfortable, but Home, further discuss features of identity construction related to 
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the spatial order with a special focus on border matters. Finally, Chapter 6 provides the 

Conclusions arrived at on completion of the process of reading and analysis. 
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Chapter 1 

Theoretical Framework 

“Space and time are basic categories of human existence. Yet, we rarely debate their 

meaning; we tend to take them for granted and give them common-sense or self-evident 

attributions” states David Harvey (201) in his book The Condition of PostModernity in 

which he performs an exhaustive analysis of changes occurred in the world regarding 

both time and space along modernity and post-modernity. As such, Harvey’s work can 

be considered a landmark from which to depart in order to better understand those 

changes so as to carry out further research. Several are the scholars re-visited by Harvey 

in his book; to begin with, Daniel Bell (in Harvey 201) who suggests that the changing 

conception of space occupied a central position in the aesthetic thought of the second 

half of the twentieth century, as it had happened at the beginning of the same century 

with new conceptions of time. Fredric Jameson (in Harvey 201), on his part, argues that 

the passage from modernity to post-modernity has precisely to do with the crisis that the 

world experiences of space and time in which spatial categories tend to dominate for the 

first time the temporal ones, suffering a process of mutation difficult to keep pace with. 

Space is treated in general as a natural fact, naturalized through the assignment 

of practical, everyday meanings. We treat it as an objective attribute of things which can 

be measured, even though we also admit that our subjective experience can take us into 

the realms of perception, imagination, fiction and fantasy, which produce mental spaces 

and maps; we are likewise aware of the fact that conceptions of space vary depending 

on the different types of societies that hold them. The concept of space held by the 

inhabitants of the American plains was not that of the explorers and settlers that later 

occupied their same  territories, and it was  that difference  what brought about the 

conflicts that began centuries ago and have never come to a true end. Research has 

extensively documented the diversity of meanings as regards the concept of space that 

can be drawn from analysis of the spatial worlds of children, schizophrenics and 

oppressed minorities, for instance. Despite the fact that, for quite a long time, the idea of 

objectivity of space (and also of time) was somehow pervasive, Harvey proposes 

challenging this idea and, without dropping it completely, admitting “the multiplicity of 
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the objective qualities which space and time can express, and the role of  human 

practices in their construction” (Harvey 203) 

In so doing we would have to consider the ways in which human beings 

represent space and time as they determine our interpretation and modes of action in 

relation to the world. We come here to consider two conceptions that have tended to be 

opposed: on the one hand, the social sciences have traditionally privileged time over 

space; progress being its theoretical object and time the primary dimension to account 

for changes and evolution. On the other hand, we have aesthetic theory, which “seeks 

out the rules that allow eternal and immutable truths to be conveyed in the midst of the 

maelstrom of flux and change” (Harvey 205). Artists in general try to communicate 

certain values through the construction of a spatial form: a house design, a written text, 

a sculpture; all these are examples of spatializations whose aim is to devaluate time by 

fixing it and linking it to eternity. Yet, it is through a combination of these two currents 

that Harvey suggests we should try to understand the processes of change and evolution 

of the concept of space along the XX century. 

The analysis of processes of conquest and control of space previous to the XX 

century, dating back as far as the Renaissance, shows that space was conceived of, 

mainly, as something usable, malleable and capable of domination through human 

action; such an analysis may take us from an abstract, homogeneous, universal stance- 

enforced by the emergence of perspectivism and mathematical mapping- to a concrete, 

heterogeneous and, even, local one in post- modern times. Around the 1500s, the times 

in which geographical knowledge began to be valued as a key element that gave 

command over space, the concept of place as an autonomous entity within territorial 

boundaries became vulnerable to the influences of the wider world. Renaissance ideas 

regarding space, in turn, laid the necessary foundations on the basis of which the 

Enlightenment thinkers developed the project of the homogenization of space, to be 

achieved through ‘pulverization’ and fragmentation of space into parcels of private 

property-1 that might help control and organize social life and consequently the way in 

which power was exerted. The homogenization of space intended to democratize its use 
 

 

1 Lefebvre (in Harvey, 254-56) observes that the enclosure movements of the XVIII and early XIX c. in 

Great Britain, constitute an example of ways of homogenizing space, dividing it into alienable parcels 

that could be traded at will in the market. Further examples can be derived from the French Revolution’s 

project to divide French national space into departments and also from Jefferson’s homesteading system 

and spatial grid for land settlement in the U.S. 
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posed serious difficulties for the conception of place, since changes made place 

dependent on space transformations. This reorganization of space paved the way to the 

appropriation of certain places that had been, so far, forbidden to society as a whole; 

and even though those democratization principles might have been well-intentioned, 

this process was subverted by money and capital and, in time, the commodification of 

space led to new and also oppressive spatial systems  (Harvey 254-58). 

During the second half of the XIX century “the certainty of absolute space gave 

way to the insecurities of a shifting, relative space in which events in one place could 

have immediate and ramifying effects in several other places” (261)2 Around 1850, 

establishes Harvey,  shifts and changes in the world created the so called crisis of 

representation which resulted from a readjustment in the sense of time and space in 

economic, political and cultural life, and that could not be averted by arts and literature, 

thus disintegrating all classical spaces and turning classical writing and the whole of 

literature into the problematics of language. In a world of insecurities there emerged a 

profound questioning of the meanings of space and place (Harvey 260-3). 

Edward Soja also draws attention to the importance of space in our time; in his 

Postmodern Geographies the author suggests that it may be space more than time that 

hides consequence from us. He considers human geographies as encoded sequences 

yielding textual practices that invite reading. Postcolonial geography is structured like a 

language and so, examining postcolonial literature can provide tools towards a better 

understanding of postcolonial geographies and of social spaces as materialized in these 

media. Soja refers to Martin Buber to explain the relation between human beings and 

nature; Buber establishes that this is a relation based on space. Human beings alone are 

able to objectify the world by setting themselves apart, and they do so by creating a gap, 

a distance, a space. It is in this sense that spatiality is present at the origin of human 

consciousness. Yet, to be human is not only to create distances, it is also to attempt to 

cross them, to transform distance through intentionality, emotion, involvement, 

attachment (Soja 132-33b). In this way, human consciousness implies both distancing 

and relation, our being-in-the- world implies a detached look on things that will show 
 

2 These changes were brought about as a result of the depression that originated in Britain in 1846-7 and 

that soon reached the whole of what was then the capitalist world. This crisis not only shook the 

confidence of the bourgeoisie, challenging their sense of history and geography, but was also different in 

that it could not be attributed to natural disasters or wars. The result was a sudden paralysis of the 

economy with negative consequences for workers and capital. 
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our point of view of the world. This interplay of receding to observe what is around will 

help, in turn, to establish identity. This analysis leads to considering another important 

and related aspect: if distancing is a source of our being, it can also bring about 

alienation; entering into relations with the world is a search to overcome that state of 

estrangement. 

In Thirdspace, another of his well-known texts about new insights concerning 

space, Soja develops his idea of “a space of extraordinary openness, a place of critical 

exchange where the geographical imagination can be expanded to encompass a 

multiplicity of perspectives that have heretofore been considered ... incompatible, 

uncombinable. It is a space where issues of race, class, and gender can be addressed 

simultaneously without privileging one over the other” (Soja 5a). In a way, this kind of 

space can be considered as his idea of how to avoid alienation and promote inclusion 

practices. This space that Soja calls Thirdspace finds its background in Lefebvre’s 

trialectics of spatiality-historicality-sociality- in Soja’s words- “an-Other way of 

understanding and acting to change the spatiality of human life” (Soja 10a) in which 

Lefebvre includes: a) spatial practices or perceived space- the range of activities from 

individual routines to the creation of zones and regions for specific purposes; through 

lived practice space is re-produced as human space, this involves a continual 

appropriation and re-affirmation of the world, these social spaces help to assure 

society’s continuity in a relatively cohesive fashion, as they preserve the old reality and 

the old representations. b) discursive representations of space or conceived space- the 

forms of knowledge and hidden ideological content of codes, theories and the 

conceptual depiction of space linked to production relations, and c) spaces of 

representation or lived space- the abstract space of the social imaginary; this discursive 

sphere offers complex re-coded and even decoded versions of lived spatialisations, 

veiled criticism of dominant social orders and of the categories of social thought often 

expressed in aesthetic terms as symbolic resistance, counterspaces, spatial 

representations that arise from the clandestine or underground side of social life 

(Shields 50-55; Gregory 402-406). 

Soja manages to explore Thirdspace by reading and drawing insight from 

different sources: cultural, feminist and postcolonial critics, and also from writers and 

philosophers such as bell hooks, Gloria Anzaldúa, Homi Bhabba and Gayatri Spivak. 
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Soja maintains that it is through the “pathways taken by these itinerant explorers into 

the terrain of postmodern culture” (Soja 84a) that a reawakening of the contemporary 

world to the powerfully symbolic spaces of representation is produced. Most of them 

claim there is a need to create ““new meeting places” and real and imagined spaces for 

diverse oppositional practice” (Soja 84a). Most of them, as well, write from a 

marginalized position, a position they were given by mainstream institutions but that, at 

the same time, has been consciously chosen “as a space of radical openness, a context 

from which to build communities of resistance and renewal that cross the boundaries 

and double-cross the binaries of race, gender, class and all oppressively Othering 

categories.” (84) 

Lefebvre’s contributions to social sciences’ research have been accounted not 

only by Soja, but also by Gregory and Harvey, who see his metaphilosophy as an 

obligatory reading that can be accepted, rejected or, what is more interesting, a matter of 

debate. Lefebvre had paid particular attention, too, to the intersection of space, 

knowledge and power and their relation to the body- the victim of the history of the 

present and the locus of a new history of the future- (Gregory 405) aspects that had also 

been discussed by Michel Foucault, who also referred to the space of the body as “the 

irreducible element in our social scheme of things, for, he maintains, it is upon that 

space that the forces of repression, socialisation, disciplining, and punishing are 

inflicted” (in Harvey 213). The body exists in space and must either submit to authority 

(through incarceration or surveillance in an organised space) or carve out particular 

spaces of resistance and freedom- “heterotopias” -from an otherwise repressive world. 

Space is for Foucault, a metaphor for a site or a container of power which usually 

constrains but sometimes liberates processes of becoming (213), and he describes 

heterotopias as “the space in which we live, which draws us out of ourselves, in which 

the erosion of our lives, our time and our history occurs” (Soja 15a) 

Chicano/a3 and Canadian literatures together with those of other countries 

around the world such as the African, Caribbean or South Pacific ones, are considered 

post-colonial since they cover all the cultural processes that affected the colonies from 

 
 

3 Gareth Griffiths (in King 167) argues that there are important ways in which American society itself can 

be understood as being shaped by the colonial experience, and ways in which it has constructed itself with 

internal imperialism, which has marginalized its own minorities. This is the case, for instance, of the 

Chicano/a population and their literature that is also part of American literature. 
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the moment of colonization to the present. These literatures have tended to foreground 

the existent tensions between an imperial centre and marginalized areas or periphery, 

what makes them particularly post-colonial. W. H. New establishes that “the term 

‘colonial’ applies most readily to a political condition of dependency, whether passively 

accepted or actively enforced. It also alludes to the conditions of literary and material 

production in dependent societies  and to the sets of attitudes that reconfirm these 

conditions: attitudes and preconceptions about value, authority, and social priority that 

in practice reflect the norms of the controlling culture” (in King 102). New’s article 

directs attention towards the ambiguity that has traditionally been described  and 

reflected by colonial literatures in that they both present signs of resistance to the state 

of affairs but at the same time show acceptance of pre-existent conventions generated at 

the imperial centre. The article also intends to show that even after their political 

independence, for many years, and even up to the present, the colonies inevitably have 

continued to establish connections with their imperial centres difficult to disregard. 

Behind European imperial policy of exploration and expansion, New maintains, there 

was a “desire for knowledge and for the wealth and control that knowledge permitted” 

(106) and so it becomes evident that behind imperial decisions there was a strong 

economic ground that turned the colonies and their peoples and productions into 

commodities that would serve various needs. This desire for knowledge is also part of 

Said’s assumptions in which he states that “colonialism created non-mutual and 

hierarchic relations in whom the colonizer was always and inescapably the Self to the 

marginalized Other of the colonized. By ‘knowing’ the Other the colonizer asserted his 

right to determine what that Other could or should be” (in King 165) The colonies and 

their inhabitants conformed, then, the ‘other’ places and peoples, different from those 

that had come to colonize them to which their colonizers granted an inferior status and 

“lesser importance” (106) This condition continued for long, and this can be traced in 

the ways literature itself as a form of cultural production, tended to adopt the colonial 

language and to reproduce the value systems of the colonizers, binding in this way their 

dependence to their imperial centres. It is worth pointing out, here, that the word 

colony comes from the Latin word for ‘farmer’ which shows how important the land 

was for the colonizers as a means to establish dependence and why the word land 

acquired such relevance and metaphorical weight in colonial and later post-colonial 
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literatures. The process of cultivating the land and its related aspect of having a right to 

doing it correlates with the process of ‘cultivating’ the minds of those who inhabited 

the land, fixing a bond that would have long-term consequences. Thus, the emergence 

of post-colonial literatures needs to be studied as the product of processes of interplay 

and negotiation between the earlier literary productions that accepted imperial 

conventions regarding both form and content, and the later ones, which represent a 

move towards distancing and reform. These post-colonial literatures, if not the only 

vehicle towards an understanding of post-colonial issues, continue to be one of the 

strongest sources of evidence inasmuch as they provide literary representations that, in 

Griffiths terms, help “determining how the colonizers and colonized viewed each other, 

and how the colonized established or renewed their claims to a separate and distinctive 

cultural identity” (in King, 164) 

In reference to postcolonial literatures and the language used in such literary 

productions, Ashcroft et al (Ashcroft 38-41b) argue that they went through two clearly 

differentiated stages of development that correspond to the periods of abrogation and 

appropriation of the imperial language. Within the first period it is possible to 

distinguish between the early writings produced by an elite identified with the central 

power. As such, those first writings cannot be associated with the true reality in the 

colonies, since in their descriptions or accounts about the new territories and their 

peoples, writers, generally privileged imperial discourse and authority. And a second 

group of writings that had been produced by natives or outcasts who, using the imperial 

language, dealt with the inadequacies of the imperial system; yet, without the possibility 

to fully explore these controversial areas because in some way they could document 

such reality via their entrance to a privileged class that had access to education and 

language knowledge. Thus, the first period can be said to be controlled, to different 

extents, by the colonizing power. It is, then, during the period of appropriation, that 

post-colonial literatures emerge in a more assertive manner to document the constraints 

and realities of their peoples. It is during this same period that language appears as a key 

element, in view of its power to dominate and exercise control. “Language becomes the 

medium through which a hierarchical structure of power is perpetuated, and the medium 

through which the conceptions of ‘truth’, ‘order’, and ‘reality’ become established. 
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Such power is rejected in the emergence of an effective post-colonial voice. (Ashcroft 

7b) 

Another major characteristic of post-colonial literatures is their concern with 

figures of place and displacement. Issues connected with the environment, the different 

landscapes (and how they are created), the spatial relations and the ways in which these 

issues affect post-colonial writings take on special significance among post-colonial 

writers. According to James Duncan, landscapes were seen, traditionally, as reflections 

of the peoples that inhabited them, “a palimpsest of the past whose faint traces could be 

used to mark cultural areas and follow diffusion tracks” (Duncan 118-19). However, he 

argues that landscape acts as a central element in a cultural system, for, as an “ordered 

assemblage of objects, landscape as text, acts as a signifying system through which a 

social system is communicated, reproduced, experienced and explored.” (118-19) Thus, 

following Duncan, in post-colonial writings, landscape can be read as a text that 

encourages the reader to recover layers of meaning that are beyond the surface and 

perhaps the most evident meaning, in order to explore and experience what members of 

the peripheral communities feel about themselves. Landscapes become important as 

elements that contribute to character formation and interpretation. 

The concepts of place and displacement show how language and environment 

interact in the experience of the colonized peoples and the importance of place and 

location. In many cases “place” does not become an issue in a society’s cultural 

discourse until colonial intervention radically disrupts the primary modes of 

representation by separating place and space. The sense of place may be disrupted in 

several ways: by physically alienating and displacing large populations of colonized 

peoples through forced migration (Chicanos), through slavery and indenture (Black 

Americans), by disturbing the representation of place through the imposition of the 

colonial language (Native Americans). 

By disrupting the pre-colonial links between time, space and place, modernity in 

its colonial manifestation also disrupted ways of conceiving and perceiving temporal 

and spatial aspects of life. Before modern times, ‘when’ had always been related to 

‘where’; after the invention of mechanical clocks, maps and cartography the world’s 

ways of measuring, dividing and establishing time and space patterns allowed for a 

strict division of parts of the day, for instance,  irrespective of other reference markers 
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such as the spatial ones. It also allowed for a separation of the concepts of space and 

place, which had been practically synonymous in pre-colonial times, through the 

creation of what has been called ‘empty space’ – vast and remote regions of the world 

which became shaped by social influences quite distant from them. New technologies 

and colonial languages were responsible for transmitting and imposing the new time- 

space conceptions among which the distinction between the former unit space-place 

emerged. Space turned to be a measurable and abstract concept independent of any 

specific place or region, whereas place became related to particular sites and local 

realities. Also, while time and space relations were severed from their locales, place, 

which was somehow disregarded by colonial interests, became linked to the concepts of 

language and identity, which would be crucial elements in post-colonial terms. 

As stated before, this concern with place and displacement is the site where 

personal and group identity are constructed and inscribed. Dislocation resulting from 

segregation and migration exerts a powerful influence which in many cases can help 

develop a new individual or collective identity. The construction of place through 

language is a device that shows the alienation that colonized peoples underwent as a 

consequence of displacement but also the deep-rooted desire to change the state of 

affairs and escape from the inadequacies that the situation had imposed on them. 

Although dominance through language effected the most far reaching pressure 

which established the concept of place as a particular complex site of colonial 

engagement, at the same time it was through language that colonized peoples could turn 

displacement into creative resistance; thus, in the experience of many post-colonial 

writers, place turns to be much more than mere “land”; the theory of place does not 

propose a simple separation between the “place” named and described in language, and 

some “real” place inaccessible to it, but rather indicates that in some sense place is 

language, something in constant flux, a discourse in process. (Ashcroft 177-83a) 

Following our discussion on place we will now turn to consider what Marc Augé 

postulates in relation to places and non-places of  post-modernity. If, according to 

ethnographers, place is that occupied by the people who live in it, who defend and work 

it, defined by traces of their ancestors, relational and historic - the language of land and 

roots (Augé 49b) and the seat of identity, then, non-places are in contrast, those areas 
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which imply erasure of personal and social identity, which disturb relations and 

suppress history (83). Non-places are those other necessary places for the accelerated 

circulation of people and goods (highways, crossroads, airports, theme parks) means of 

transport, malls and also areas of prolonged stay for the ‘world refugees’ (41). 

Other theorists that have studied space and place matters are Michel de Certeau, 

Gaston Bachelard, and Yi-Fu Tuan; the former says that in place you see the order by 

which elements are distributed according to their coexistence relations, each element 

next to another, in its proper place; an instantaneous configuration of positions. And he 

adds that, to practise space is to repeat the silent and happy experience of childhood, 

that is the experience of the first journey, of birth as the key differentiating experience 

of recognising oneself as such and as an-other, what reinforces the idea of journey as 

space practice. All narratives go back to childhood, says de Certeau, all narratives are in 

a way travel narratives (89). Symbolic orderings of space and time provide a framework 

for experience through which we learn who or what we are in society, through which 

we construct our identity (Harvey 214). 

For his part, Bachelard focuses attention on the space of imagination; space that 

has been seized upon by the imagination cannot remain indifferent space, subject to the 

measures and estimates of a surveyor. Memories are fixed in space, that’s what space is 

for. The space of the house is primordial for memory, it is there that we learn how to 

dream and imagine.  In the house “being is already a value, life begins, enclosed, 

protected. Through dreams the different dwelling-places in our lives co-penetrate and 

retain the treasures of former days. When we are in a new house, when memories of 

other places we have lived in come back to us, we travel to the land of the Motionless 

Childhood.” (216-17) 

Finally Chinese American, geographer Yi-Fu Tuan, the one who coined the term 

‘topophilia,’ defining it as the connection between the physical environment and human 

beings, refers to  the concepts of  space and  place and  states that “what begins as 

undifferentiated space becomes place as we get to know it better and endow it with 

value. […] The ideas “space” and “place” require each other for definition. From the 

security and stability of place we are aware of the openness, freedom, and threat of 

space, and vice-versa. Furthermore, if we think of space as that which allows 

movement, then place is pause; each pause in movement makes it possible for location 
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to be transformed into place.” He further defines place as rootedness, space as freedom. 

(Tuan 6) 

To conclude this itinerary along theorists and critics, I would like to refer to 

Madan Sarup in reference to the related topics of identity- both individual and 

collective, home, unhomeliness and the politics of place. In relation to the construction 

of identity, in his book Identity, culture and the postmodern world Sarup has 

characterized identity as “a construction, a consequence of a process of interaction 

between people, institutions and practices” (Sarup 11). In the process of conforming 

identity, Sarup considers that we must take labelling as a first step, since people attach 

labels to others and these labels have effects that can be interpreted as the ways in which 

others see us but also as how we see ourselves. The second aspect to be considered is 

precisely that, to understand identity construction we need to begin by localizing the 

process in space and time, “We apprehend identity not in the abstract but always in 

relation to a given place and time” (15) Then, evidence must be gathered related to the 

process, evidence that will undergo stages of selection, emphasis and consideration that 

will be organized in narrative form, like a story: “we construct our identity at the same 

time as we tell our life-story.”(15) This narrative will be the result of contributions 

received from many and various centres of culture combined with social practices: 

family, school, work-places, politics, and the media, among the most significant. As in a 

palimpsest, the effects of all the above institutions open up this “multi-dimensional 

space in which a variety of writings blend and clash” (25). Barbara Christian presents a 

similar perspective which refers to the importance of narrative forms in the production 

not only of literary texts but of post-colonial theories that account for, among other 

aspects, identity construction from a post-colonial logic, and says 

 

our theorizing […] is often in narrative forms, in the stories we create, in 

riddles and proverbs, in the play with language, since dynamic rather than fixed 

ideas seem more to our liking [...] Among the folk who speak in muted tones 

are people of color feminists, radical critics, creative writers, who have 

struggled [...] to make their various voices heard, and for whom literature is not 

an occasion for discourse among critics but is necessary nourishment for their 

people (Christian cited by Griffiths in King 173). 
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The role of the past in the development of personal and collective identity is 

another relevant aspect to take into account: memories of past events seem to appear as 

fragments of the present that will influence the future in multiple and uncertain ways. In 

his analysis of the past Sarup maintains that human beings, and especially immigrants, 

tend to reinvent their past and themselves privileging certain areas of recollection for 

their own satisfaction. In relation to this and to the situation of immigrants Sarup says 

that the search for roots and the possibility to become firmly established is what moves 

human beings in general and migrants, in particular, since “it is assumed that a sense of 

place or belonging gives a person stability” (1). Closely connected to this is the notion 

of home, which is generally taken for granted, though, in fact, difficult to define since 

its meaning varies according to every culture. Both home and identity are concepts that 

relate to each other but that are limited by boundaries that signal both a state of hostility 

and/or of welcome. Homi Bhabha refers to the feeling of living between two cultures, of 

not belonging to either one or the other, as “unhomeliness”. Being “unhomed” is feeling 

not at home even in one’s own place because one is a victim of a cultural identity crisis. 

Since we “are born into relationships which are always based in place” (5), says 

Sarup, for our roots are in a certain place and our home is in a place, the questions that 

need to be answered turn around how places get produced, whether they are static or 

dynamic, whether they are the site of being or of becoming. This work is an attempt to 

answer them by analyzing samples of Canadian and Chicana fiction under the light of 

the above mentioned theories. 
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Chapter 2 

Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing 

Barriers around the Self 

 

 

 
As stated in the previous chapter the concepts of place and space were 

practically synonymous and used interchangeably prior to the advent of the Modern 

Age- 1500s-, to the invention of maps and cartography, and to the process of scientific 

development that made European travels of exploration and colonisation possible. Yet, 

as soon as the expansion and domination enterprise became established as common 

practice in the new territories found by the Europeans in different areas of the world, a 

differentiation of the place-space concepts began to be operated. This, in part, was so, 

due to the fact that the imposition of languages, foreign to the inhabitants of the ‘new 

territories’ (my own emphasis) produced a first distancing between the geographical 

space constituted by the territories and the language(s) used to refer to it. The lack of 

immediate connection between conquered space and the metropolis that had dominion 

over it also had a bearing in the separation of meanings. 

According to Edward Soja (in Shield 30) space is “a difficult term to define in 

view of its wide semantic field and to the varied meanings attributed to it” which, in 

opinion of geographers, refer to any limited area, site, zone or region characterised by 

social activities, having a particular name and image. This characterisation, no longer 

coincides with the notion of place, in that the latter alludes not just to a topographical 

system, but constitutes an extension of the self, and as such it is a key element in 

identity construction. This distinction that is generally accepted at present is precisely 

the result of the process of development above mentioned. 

Intimately related to the previously mentioned concepts of space and place we 

find that of landscape, which quoting Duncan “has traditionally constituted a reflection 

of its inhabitants that can be interpreted as a textual construction that invites (viewers or 

readers) to recover levels of signification...” (119). If, following Duncan, landscapes 

reflect their dwellers’ lives and feelings, I want to suggest that then, it may be through 
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landscapes that the notions of space and place can be reconciled as elements that 

contribute to shape identity. 

In Surfacing, as it occurs in great part of Canadian literature, landscapes achieve 

importance in the sense that, if we analyse them as key components of the text, we may 

establish parallels with the different stages in the development of characters’ identities. 

It will be useful, then, to provide a list of the different and relevant landscapes that 

appear in the novel- the border, the road, the village, the big city, the island, the bush 

and the lake- to bear them in mind for an analysis of the text. 

Considering the landscape described in the first chapter, we can establish a 

preliminary connection between the feelings of the main character- a young unnamed 

woman-, the importance that the natural environment has for Canadians, and the threat 

that their southern neighbours (Americans) imply for them. The road that the character 

is driving along, together with her American friends on her return to the house of her 

parents, goes around a lake surrounded by “birches dying, the disease […] spreading up 

from the south” (Atwood 3). This passage introduces a first reference to Canada’s 

southern neighbours as those responsible for the destruction of the natural landscape 

and environment. In the same paragraph, and also in relation to environmental 

destruction by men, progress is presented as the reason for the new developments in the 

area, probably due to village growth, that required the construction of a by-pass – a sign 

of progress. Through Atwood’s description of the natural and urban landscapes the main 

character encounters in her visit, it is possible to engage the reader in a second and 

deeper reading that might lead to a consideration of colonisation policies involving both 

the U.S. and Canada, and to the latter’s tacit acceptance of economic, technological and 

communications subjection in the hope of achieving better standards of living. 

As the group of travellers continues along the road, the protagonist remembers 

her childhood and her past family life, experiencing a deep sense of estrangement: she 

feels strange since everything around her has changed and looks different, and her 

presence in this place and in the company of her friends does not seem natural at all. 

This sense of dislocation does not allow her to determine who, among all of them, is in 

the wrong place, “I’ve driven in the same car with them before but on this road it 

doesn’t seem right, either the three of them are in the wrong pace or I am” (4). This 

process that the unnamed character undergoes is common to other postcolonial subjects, 
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which due to their condition as such, are not able to find a place in the world, their own 

place, in a world that appears strange, alien, distant, and to which they do not seem to 

belong. 

The narrative allows the reader to know certain aspects of the past personal life 

of the main character that, some fourteen years before, had left her family house and her 

country- Canada- probably trying to escape from an excessively rational father, a silent, 

not very communicative mother and the lack of a positive relation with both. The idea 

of a new life in the U.S. had had the taste of freedom and self-development; however, 

life in the States had not been what she expected, and living in a big city made the 

character go through- apart from the logical consequences that displacement brings 

about- what Sánchez considers “experiencing the so called post-modern condition, a 

confusing world of criss-crossed economies, intersecting systems of meaning and 

fragmented identities” (9). This is precisely, how the character feels as she crosses the 

border between both countries: a state of fragmentation and lack of definition, a 

profound sense of not belonging, which characterise her. 

The landscape that the narrator describes is typical of border areas and reflects 

the bilingual nature of the country, a contrastive duality exemplified by means of a 

‘Welcome’ sign with traces of bullets from occasional hunters. The protagonist 

observes this image through the car window, as if she was watching TV, and is unable 

to remember either a complete image of the place or at least bits or fragments of her 

past life, until she finally admits that she is ‘home’, although it feels as if it were a 

strange place. The ambiguity created by the expression “Now we’re on my home 

ground, foreign territory” (Atwood 8) contributes to her characterisation as someone 

who cannot establish “human ties with her environment, which couples sentiment with 

place”, what Bachelard, as also Tuan does, calls ‘topophilia’ (in Shields 29), and shows 

the constant duality she experiences which relates the border areas to her being a 

borderland subject. This feeling of oppression that the protagonist has when she realises 

that saying ‘I’m in my homeland’ is but a mere phrase empty of real meaning, is what 

turns this part of the text into an example of the existent distance between what is said 

and what is really experienced. 

As they continue their journey along the road, she confirms she is on the right 

track but that the road looks different, and is in fact different due to changes introduced 
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for redevelopment purposes. This again disorients the protagonist who, unable to 

recognise familiar sites blames her father for ‘allowing for these changes’ as if he were 

responsible for them. The opposition between natural and urban environment and their 

correlates: environmentalism versus capitalism emerges here as another possible way of 

reading this part of the novel since both topics underlie the text all along. “Sites become 

symbols (of good or evil) and in tandem with other sites can be taken up as metaphors 

to express states of mind, of affairs...” (29). Here, the new mill and the road with all the 

improvements that had been implemented, combine to express the inevitable course of 

development and progress that offers benefits without regard of costs. 

A contrast between both the old and the new roads and their surroundings is 

introduced by the end of the first chapter, which allows readers to visualise the images 

of ‘progress’ (the straight, paved road with its corresponding lanes and advertisement 

signs at both sides) and ‘stagnation’ (the old dirt road, bumpy and full of obstacles, that 

follows the design of the natural environment). This second tandem of sites is closely 

linked to the protagonist’s family, who in a way can be said to form part of the old road 

landscape. Nevertheless, her family is just an idea that does not correspond to her 

present reality, and in this same section, the character restates the distance that exists 

between her and them, she does not recognise herself as a member of the family and 

refers to them as ‘they’, “They used to go over it as fast as possible, their father […] the 

rest of them clamped onto the inside of the car...” (Atwood 11). A parallelism may be 

established between her life and the old road, both marked by difficulties and 

depressions, in which the difficulty to go through may reflect the lack of assertive 

communication among all and different members. The particular use that  Atwood 

makes of pronouns also seems to show a circumscribed self in opposition to other 

family members, providing (imaginary) limits that help differentiate each other’s place. 

Yet, the border that the main character intends to build to distinguish herself from her 

own family, soon begins to collapse when she starts reflecting upon her own way of 

referring to them as something unusual “That won’t work, I can’t call them they as if 

‘they’ were somebody else’s family” (12). From the very beginning of the text, the 

impossibility to identify the protagonist with a name appears as a striking feature to the 

reader. It seems that she even refuses to have one; and prefers being an anonymous self. 

According to what was stated above, having a name would imply being related to 
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others, to her family, to her town. The main character does not recognise herself as part 

of anything, especially of her family, and keeps referring to them as ‘they’. 

Along the first chapter, the protagonist is described as helpless and weak, a 

woman lacking in any sign of personal identity and rejecting family ties. This lack of a 

clear identity is closely connected with her feeling of being “in the wrong place” (4). 

She does not belong to this part of the world and compels herself to leave the place and 

go away as soon as possible. Both ideas relate also to what Sarup says about identity 

construction as a process of labelling, connected to a given time and place. Our being 

depends on social interaction and is determined by temporal and spatial circumstances 

(Sarup 14, 15). The unnamed character of this novel feels displaced; an alien going back 

to her childhood town. As she goes back into the place, she also admits that there is only 

one way of returning to the place where she had not been able to develop as an 

independent self: through suffering and redemption “I can’t really get here unless I’ve 

suffered; as though the first view of the lake, which we can see now, blue and cool as 

redemption, should be through tears and a haze of vomit” (Atwood 12, 13). 

Further connections may be established between the lack of a personal name- 

signalling identity-, her sense of displacement, and the narrator’s impossibility to 

communicate with others, always drawing ‘interpersonal borders’. “In Canadian 

literature, Northrop Frye states in his work The Bush Garden. Essays on the Canadian 

Imagination, the frontier was all around one, a part and condition of one’s whole 

imaginative being” (Frye 222), establishing the difference with the other, as a way of 

self-protection that helps preserving as an individual. Since the protagonist’s childhood, 

social behaviour had been a problem difficult to overcome. She would manage to hide 

behind open doors when invited to birthday parties, and to escape from her school- 

mates to avoid constituting the target of their cruel games. She “prayed to be made 

invisible” (Atwood 83). This character finds it difficult to adjust to the rules of society, 

a society that she wants to evade through invisibility. The motif of invisibility as a 

means to avoid painful and or undesired situations is drawn by Atwood from fairy tales, 

for which the writer, according to Elizabeth Baer, in her essay “Pilgrimage Inward” has 

always had a preference. Many of Atwood’s female characters, Baer says, present 

typical characteristics of the tales for children, among which we may find the possibility 

to become invisible (24-25). Her relationships with her former husband and with Joe, 
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her lover,  provide further examples  of neglected communication: absence of love, 

understanding and mutual trust plus the need to get rid of them at any cost, show that 

there are no signs of real involvement and that, unable to manage her love relationships- 

turned into real burdens- she decides to put an end to them. Pregnancy does not help 

her, either. On the contrary, she feels disappointed and lonely, even filled with disgust 

for something she considers her husband’s fault (conception and later abortion) "He 

wasn't there with me, I couldn't remember why; he should have been, since it was his 

idea, his fault" (Atwood 95). The idea of motherhood has never appealed to her, and 

when she refers to her first pregnancy, she builds up a barrier between she and her baby, 

considering herself “an incubator” (36) and remembering the fact that she had never felt 

the child her own, and consequently, she had never given him a name before it was 

born. The old fence that she finds when she returns home is perceived by the narrator as 

her parents’ reproach for not giving them grandchildren and can be interpreted by 

readers as yet another sign of distancing. The image of the fence is and will be present 

along the text, showing several instances of human barriers either self-imposed or 

imposed by others, characterizing the protagonist’s family life and relationships. 

Pregnancy itself becomes a barrier when, as the novel comes to a close, she tries to 

discourage Joe about having sex one night by saying “I’ll get pregnant,” […] it’s the 

right time. It was the truth, it stopped him: flesh making more flesh, miracle that 

frightens all of them” (175-6). 

The narrator is not able to voice her needs, or to ask for help from her friends, either. 

Once and again she remains silent, keeping her anguish to herself: hand in hand with 

invisibility goes silence. The character does not express how she feels and tries to avoid 

personal contact with other human beings beyond what she considers safe. This shows 

both her inability to cross personal borders, and also her tendency to isolate herself. The 

narrator's relationship with her parents is another parameter to analyze since it can help 

us find clues to understand Atwood’s female character's behavior. Her father was a 

provider of rational truths that left no room for discrepancies. Her mother’s answers to 

different questions, on the other hand, were often vague and elusive, as if she were 

trying to force her daughter to find the answers by herself "I asked our mother where he 

[her   brother] would have gone if she hadn't saved him. She said she didn't know. My 
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father explained everything, my mother never did, which only convinced me that she 

had the answers but wouldn't tell" (85-86). 

It is not easy for this character to understand her parents’ opposed ways of acquiring 

knowledge. One is too strict, the other too loose. Trying "to find and release something 

lost, ignored, denied, devalued and repressed" maintains Sherrill Grace (35) is part of 

the task of the feminist writer. Loss and silence become essential elements in the 

development of the main character. She feels lost inside the rational world imposed by 

her father, and also ‘at a loss’ in relation to her mother’s silences. Atwood writes "There 

might be something for me, a note, a message, a will. I kept expecting that after my 

mother died, word of some kind, not money, but an object, a token." (Atwood 39). The 

impossibility to communicate freely with her mother becomes almost an obsession for 

the unnamed character of the novel, who finds that the first to draw unnecessary limits 

had been her parents, each one in his/her manner “She may not have asked anyway, 

feeling as she always had that personal questions were rude’ (21). This frustrating 

situation reaches its climax when the character finally realizes that the state of affairs is 

no longer reversible. Her parents are dead, and there will not be any answers. The last 

barrier had been erected with her father’s disappearance and probable death; she accuses 

them of not being in the right place for her “Why did you? They chose it, they had 

control over their death, they decided it was time to leave and they left” (210) and in 

fact they left her without considering how she might feel about, forcing herself to decide 

and to pull down the fence that had separated them from her, and trying to find the 

answers she needed to construct her own self. 

The relation between different landscapes and the protagonist’s process of 

identity construction may lead us now to consider the opposition city versus village. All 

through the novel there are references to her life on the island near a small village where 

she had not been happy. The village stands for the past she does not want to remember 

or go back to, a past of shortcomings in many senses: affective, emotional, and 

relational. The village and the other places on the island follow the same pattern and 

they are not places that can be easily identified. Now that she is obliged to return, the 

view of the village at a distance makes her feel reluctant first, but gradually she begins 

to perceive that “The feeling I expected before but failed to have comes now, 

homesickness for a place where I never lived”(32). But this strange feeling, aroused 
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perhaps for the overall situation is soon changed into the need of escaping, again, back 

to “the city and the present tense” (57); far away from the village that implies an 

uncomfortable and unhappy part of her past life. The city secures for her an anonymous 

life without reasons to give or questions to answer, but at the same time a life of 

solitude and isolation among thousands of strangers. In a way, she feels she is used to 

being isolated from others since her father had “split us between two anonymities: the 

city and the bush” (66) to get freedom from interference. The bush on the island and the 

idea of isolation were practically synonymous for her father and related to freedom, but 

for her the island constitutes a trap, not a safe or friendly place: “I wanted to get them 

off the island, to protect them from him, to protect him from them, save all of them 

from knowledge” (98). The state of confusion produces in the character the need to 

avoid all forms of knowing and knowledge. 

Another perspective for analysis opens up if the reader looks for clues in the 

domestic spaces created by Atwood, which in turn help the construction of the 

protagonist’s identity. From the section referring the group’s arrival at her old family 

house-‘naturally camouflaged’- as her life, which is camouflaged too, the reader can 

pick from the description of the building, the idea of both family and personal 

instability: the bases appear to be set on a sand hill, “only a few inches of soil and a thin 

coating of trees hold it down. On the lake side the sand is exposed, raw, it’s been 

crumbling away” (36). The correlation between built space and its inhabitants is 

evident: the protagonist’s family, much in the same way as the house, had been built 

upon unstable grounds and exposed to continuous ‘erosion’ processes. The effect 

produced on the built environment/space can be equated to the deterioration of the 

family ties, as a result of lack of a genuine parents-children communication “I didn’t 

build it to last forever” (37) her father had once said referring to the house, and that, too, 

may apply to the family. The interior of the house creates the same effects that have 

been previously commented in relation to characters’ interpersonal relations: the 

different rooms appear to generate new dividing lines between, for instance, the 

protagonist and Joe “Joe is still off in the place inside himself where he spends most of 

his time and I’m at the stove turning the bacon” (49). However, Atwood also creates 

other spaces that in contrast with the previously mentioned ones will lead the 

protagonist into self-awareness. These are concerned with art: drawing, painting and 
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collage, contained in the scrapbooks that the character had as a child as part of the 

pastimes for rainy days. These spaces that rely so much on the imagination are part of 

the legacy that she receives from her mother and that has been left ‘at hand’ by her 

father before leaving for the bush. With the help of the scrapbooks the character will be 

able to reconstruct her past and understand it looking at it from a different angle. 

The scrapbooks may be read as a kind of map, containing relevant questions she 

had asked along her life: motherhood, family and social life, death; the questions were 

presented through different art forms and did not have apparent answers, either verbal 

or artistic. Rather, they appear  as suggestions contained in the books without her 

knowing, and those answers were the product of unconscious inner processes of 

evolution and involution. The photo album that the protagonist finds in the house shows 

the last pages were blank, as if her mother hadn’t wanted to finish it, leaving space for 

further contributions. The album, another kind of map, provides evidence of different 

moments in their lives: happy times, sad times, difficult times and as she goes through 

the pages of her life she realises that “I must have been all right then; but after that I’d 

allowed myself to be cut in two: one half smiling, enjoying life, “The other half, the one 

locked away, was the only one that could live; I was the wrong half, detached, terminal” 

(129). In a later episode and coinciding with the news about the rescue party having 

found her father’s dead body, the protagonist finds in her old room that the answers she 

had always been waiting for were, precisely, in her scrapbooks. She begins to realise 

that she needs to rescue spaces of everyday life that were part of her past in order to 

assemble all the pieces of her puzzle and thus, achieve cohesion. 

In Sarup’s review of Ronald Fraser’s “In Search of the Past”, we learn that 

“some of the factors that have constituted identity are: complex relationships with [his] 

parents, the absent mother, the threatening father, the feelings of loss and abandonment 

and the attempts to reach one’s mother through writing” (23). Almost all these elements 

can be traced in Surfacing, and writing could be replaced by drawing which is the main 

character’s way of expressing herself. The possibility to construct her own self will be 

certain only if she makes the decision to complete the blanks. The impossibility to fill 

those empty spaces left for her own answers and for the writing of her own history pro- 

duces the beginning of the narrator's breaking apart, splitting into two. 
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The analysis of identity markers such as name, sense of place, and social 

interaction shows that the main character is, at first, not able to construct her self. Yet, 

the way in which Atwood deals with the character in the last part of the novel shows 

how the character takes a path that will lead her from alienation into self-awareness. It 

is through metamorphosis, that the narrator is capable of ‘surfacing’ (my own 

emphasis). The process of going into her own hell and coming back safe and sound 

allows her to decipher the hidden messages left for her to interpret as tools that might 

lead her to the construction of her own identity. It is only after she discovers "a loose 

page, the edge torn, the figures drawn in crayon. On the left was a woman with a round 

moon stomach: the baby was sitting up inside her gazing out" (Atwood 190) that she 

becomes aware of the possibility to be redeemed through motherhood. Thus, she 

prepares for an act of ritual mating, deprived of all urban, rational and consumerist 

components. She is able to feel gratitude towards Joe, who without his knowing, is 

going to give her ‘that part of himself she needed’ (197). When she deliberately decides 

to get lost in the woods to perpetrate her metamorphosis she hears the sound of distant 

voices, speaking English or French, she is unable to say which, because she can not 

recognize any of them as a language she had heard or known, it is a foreign language, 

external to her experience. However, as she had sinned, in order to be purified she 

begins a process of destruction of her civilized self. She disposes of all her worldly 

possessions, from clothes and artificial food to the shelter of her parents' cabin. 

Gradually she approaches the lake and dives deep in order to wash away her sins. This 

kind of baptism allows her to be born again free from all gilt. This new state allows the 

protagonist to ‘feel’ for the first time, to have real emotions: "I'm crying finally, it's the 

first time" (209). 

She had been deprived of words and unable to develop her own language, to accept 

or reject facts, ideas, and beliefs, but the times of impositions and amputations have 

come to an end. For the first time, she is able to see her parents as human beings, and as 

such imperfect. She now feels she has the power to start again, going back to a society 

that she had rejected, looking for her place within it. This attempt to undo the way does 

not show the character as the helpless and hopeless woman she had once been. Instead, 

we begin to see a real woman, one ‘refusing to be a victim and also a victimizer’ (my 
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own emphasis), admitting her own possibilities and responsibilities, giving voice to her 

wishes and regrets, forgiving and allowing herself a second opportunity. 

In this process of change that she undergoes, the bush and the lake play a crucial 

part, since both help her know what she needs about herself in relation to others. Her 

continuous search for her missing father takes her to unknown areas of the island, 

almost untouched by human beings that run parallel to the unknown parts of her mind 

and soul. While in the bush, she encounters moments of distress, confusion, anger, the 

need to give it all up, a variety of feelings that make her reflect not precisely about her 

father’s search, but about her own, and about reasons to take risks. The bush constitutes 

an element that works as an engine generating a process of brainstorming for ideas from 

which she will be able to choose later, after this first moment of confusion. Thus, life in 

the bush, which she had originally seen as negative, is transformed into a mechanism 

for self-reflection. 

Lefebvre describes “the progressive distancing from nature favoring different ways 

of urban life as a process that brings about the loss of the particularities which are 

external to each other  and dispersed in  space” what in  time brings about gradual 

depersonalization (Harvey 370-1) The protagonist, having suffered this process of 

distancing from nature and from the concrete space of everyday life, needs now to go 

over her steps and engage in a state of communion with the natural world, if she really 

means to make an important change in her life. 

The lake, as the prevailing landscape of the area, is the natural element that will help 

her reduce the distance between the character and her inner self. The process is not easy 

because the water in the lake as in her life is “not clear like the water in the main lake: it 

was brownish, complicated by more kinds of life crowded more closely together, and it 

was colder” (Atwood 149-50) The dark, cold water of the lake resembles her past life, 

the one that she is attempting to change: uneasy, unhappy and self-depriving. The dark 

waters of the lake remind her of her abortion, and of other forms of death. However, it 

is also the lake which will provide her the means to purify herself after the process of 

disposal. Bathing deep into the lake, she goes back to uncivilized, pre-historic times and 

emerges as a new being: a plant-animal-like creature; she feels she is being accepted by 

the other beings and not seen as an alien. “When I am clean I come up out of the lake, 

leaving my false body floated on the surface...” (216). After this cleansing process, she 
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goes back to the bush and feeds herself and the baby growing in her womb, on natural 

stuff, and tries to intermingle with plants and animals until she realizes “I am not an 

animal or a tree. I am a thing in which the trees and animals move and grow, I am a 

place” (221) “I am part of the landscape, I could be anything, a tree, a deer, a skeleton, a 

rock” (228) 

Now that she seems to have reconciled with nature and become herself a place, she 

begins to see things more clearly, to understand her parents’ ways of conceiving life and 

of guiding her into being ‘her own self.’ 

I try to think for the first time what it was like to be them: our father, islanding 

his life, protecting both us and himself [...]the effort it must have taken to 

sustain his illusions. [...] Our mother, collecting the seasons and the weather and 

her children's faces, the meticulous records that allowed her to admit the other 

things, the pain and isolation...(231) 

 

 

 
And by way of understanding them she thinks about the possibility of reentering 

her own time, not as the helpless and hopeless woman she had been, but as a renewed 

being. Her future will depend on dialogue, "the intercession of words" (234), 

negotiation of meaning based on mutual trust, knowing that the ‘other’ is only half 

formed, imperfect, and so, capable of growth. Her pregnancy makes her aware that 

“nothing has died, everything is alive, everything is waiting to become alive” (191) 

pointing to the natural cycles of life. 

To conclude, it can be argued that the protagonist in Surfacing is described as 

someone who is able to escape alienation (the result of her upbringing combined with 

other internal and external forces) through the act of going back to concrete space 

practices that are connected to the routines of everyday life and to a return to more 

natural ways of life. It is through understanding nature that she is able to come closer to 

her parents; time may separate them from her, but she has reached them through space: 

they are part of the landscape, they are landscapes, and they will be there for her 

whenever she needs them. The time of silence and isolation has come to an end. 
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Chapter 3 

 

 
Margaret Atwood’s Alias Grace: 

Journey toward the Unknown 

According to Northrop Frye, it seems that “Canadian sensibility has been profoundly 

disturbed, not so much by our famous problem of identity, [...], as by a series of 

paradoxes in what confronts that identity. Canadian imagination seems less perplexed 

by the question “Who am I?” than by some such riddle as “Where is here?” (222). 

The problem of space and place is not a minor one for Canadians as a 

postcolonial nation, and this is very well depicted in great part of their literature. 

“English Canada”, says Frye, “was first a part of the wilderness, then a part of North 

America and the British Empire, then a number of the world” (221). Canada’s colonial 

past and postcolonial present are full of references to the country’s relationship to the 

environment, which gave rise to this nation which still tries to provide an answer to the 

question Who am I?, but that, in my opinion, will not be able to do it thoroughly unless 

it connects it to the other and more relevant question: Where is here? Thus, in order to 

define Canadian identity, the focus should be put on understanding how they became 

‘what they are in that particular place’ (my own emphasis). 

Even though Canada is not an island, it is important to notice a pervading sense 

of isolation that is made evident, for instance in literature. “What is important here”, 

continues to say Frye “for our purposes is the position of the frontier in the Canadian 

imagination. In Canada, the frontier was all around one, a part and condition of one’s 

whole imaginative being”. (222-23) 

Women’s writing is a recognized Canadian strength, where textual 

representations of resistance to adverse and/or unfavorable situations approach the 

topics of space, place and frontier in interesting ways. In Alias Grace, Atwood’s novel 

about the famous nineteenth century Canadian murderess, Grace Marks, it is possible to 

analyze the former categories, which acquire relevance in relation to the main 

character’s identity construction. 
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Marc Augé has written extensively about the concepts of places and non-places, 

and he says that place is always connected to identity, it is relational and historic, 

whereas non-places- opposed to the former- are places of erasure of personal identity, 

which disturb relations and suppress history (83-4). Even though Augé thinks of non- 

places as spatial configurations that correspond to post-modern times and life-styles, I’ll 

try to show how his concept of places of erasure can also be applied to nineteen century 

standards. 

Alias Grace posits from the title itself an  identity question: Who is Grace 

Marks? The idea of an alias implies the fact that there is no certainty regarding who that 

person is in reality and introduces the topic of the double nature of the main character 

that will be sustained all along the text: Grace Marks or Mary Whitney? Innocent or 

guilty? Known or unknown? Penetrable or impenetrable? Sincere or cynical? The novel 

is so well-crafted that the reader finds it difficult to answer these questions in a way that 

can help delineate the character’s true personality. Instead, more doubts are generated as 

the text unfolds. 

Chapter 1, belonging to the Section  Jagged Edge, introduces a first person 

narration by Grace, now 23, of her recollection of the famous murder of Nancy 

Montgomery, that had taken her to trial and imprisonment since the age of 16. Her 

uneven account of what had happened is mixed with her present life as model prisoner 

at Kingston’s Penitentiary, where she is visited by Dr. Jordan, a young American 

professional, interested in Grace’s case, in particular, as a way of understanding mental 

processes in general. The truthfulness of her account is impaired by the sentence which 

closes the chapter: “This is what I told Dr. Jordan, when we came to that part of the 

story” (Atwood 6). What has really happened and how it did happen is not clear but, 

from her account we learn that Grace is certain about something: whatever had 

happened, she was involved in it and would never be able to escape from it: “...the 

cellar walls are all around me, and I know I will never get out” (6). The prison walls and 

the governor’s house operate the same effect of lack of access to the real Grace, and at 

the same time, stand for Grace’s impossibility to escape her inner reality. Lack of real 

communication and impenetrability are the two variables that will remain constant 

along the novel. Also, the fact that she is in command of her past through the decision 

of ‘forgetting’ or ‘failing to remember’ crucial parts of her life. 
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Frye establishes that “Canadians have learned from their imaginative experience 

to look at each other as objects, even as obstacles,” (Frye 223) and this is evident in this 

novel, in which Grace’s character undergoes a process of encapsulation, which secludes 

her from the rest of society. Grace isolates herself drawing a frontier that preserves and 

separates her from others, whom she sees as obstacles to avoid. In this way she creates a 

space of refuge, which is only managed by her at her own will. Grace has learned how 

to exercise self-control and is capable of saying one thing, meaning another, and 

appearing believable. When the governor’s daughters ask her why she never smiles or 

laughs she replies she has forgotten how to do it and there is nothing for her to laugh at. 

Yet, what she thinks shows Grace’s other self, the one that is kept within the barriers 

and that knows what to say and what to refrain from saying: “But if I laughed out loud I 

might not be able to stop; and also it would spoil their romantic notion of me. Romantic 

people are not supposed to laugh...” (Atwood 26). Grace has learnt how to hold back her 

emotions, how to look and keep her face still depending on the different situations, 

accompanying her gestures with the appropriate words; that is to say, she has learned to 

act out a character called Grace Marks. 

As stated in Chapter 1, Foucault talks about the space of the body as “ 

irreducible” (Harvey 213), a fundamental and powerful element capable of adapting to 

multiple situations in order to protect itself and survive.. When taken to the Asylum, 

Grace reflects about women and madness and admits that most of the women she met 

there resorted to madness as a way of escaping from other oppressive situations in their 

lives. Unconsciously or not, they made use of their bodies and minds to find a place of, 

at least, relative freedom from adversity. In that sense, they manage to exercise the 

necessary power which might give way to processes of becoming. This is what women 

did, may be without their knowing, to preserve themselves. “One of them was in there 

to escape from her husband, who beat her black and blue [...], and another said she went 

mad in the autumns, as she had no house...” (Atwood 31). Her attitude, by way of 

contrast, is not triggered by madness; it is only meant to appear to be mad. Again, she 

shows how well she can manage what is left of her life: 

 

I never do such things, however. I only consider them. If I did them 

they would be sure I had gone mad again. Gone mad...Run mad as if 

mad is a direction, like west; as if mad is a different house you could 

step into, or a different country... But when you go mad you don’t go 
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any other place, you stay where you are. And somebody else comes in. 

(33) 

 

 

It is evident that Grace is always on the alert, and conscious of what it is to be 

sound or mad, and thus she chooses which place she wants to live in; Grace’s decisions 

over her mental space turn her into a special character, the exotic other, the object of 

anthropological research that appears in front of this small community around 

Kingston’s Penitentiary as a kind of riddle or a case to be solved. For different reasons 

most of the members of this community want to know the truth about Grace. Thus, they 

all take their places as ‘ones’ or ‘others’; as those who want to protect her or to 

condemn her, and yet, all share a common aim: becoming Grace’s judges. It seems, 

though, that it is Grace the one who ends up judging them all and the one who decides 

who to trust. This opposition Grace/others is developed along the text marked by the 

fact that she constantly speculates about her future actions and about the places she will 

occupy, places that will assure her some kind of protection “I don’t want him to see my 

hunger. If you have a need and they found it out, they will use it against you.” (40) 

Atwood makes Grace be absolutely aware of the power she can exercise by locking up 

the contents of her mind and managing all the information she has about the brutal 

murders and other memories of the past in an impenetrable urn. She speaks just the 

necessary and remains silent at the appropriate times, what restates this interesting trait 

of the character: she protects herself behind different shields or in different ‘places’: 

madness and silence. 

In reference to the way in which Grace manages her relationship with Dr Jordan, 

we can say that she behaves in a very cautious manner in spite of the fact that he 

inspires some kind of trust in Grace; however she does not let him enter her inner world 

as he intends to do. She continues to create a fortress difficult to penetrate and is very 

clever in so doing. The quilt that she is sewing for the Governor’s wife is symbolic of 

Grace’s life: while she talks with Dr. Jordan she concentrates on the quilt only, which 

resembles her inner space, a space that she constructs in a way with the same careful 

skill with which she does the quilt. She is proud of what she can do with her hands and 

also with her mind. 
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In his definition of non-places, Augé described features that are part of our post- 

modern world, but we can also suggest that prisons, either today or in the past, have 

served a similar purpose to  that of the refugee camps,  where the inhabitants also 

undergo processes of erasure and loss of their individualities to different extents. If the 

notion of place, of being in place and of having one’s place is the language of land and 

roots, then the concept of non-place is connected with lack of ties and sense of not 

belonging. And this, if perhaps more common in the last fifty years of the twentieth 

century, can find its background in the experience of travellers to the “new world”, who, 

like Grace Marks and her family, had abandoned their home countries, also as refugees 

even though of another type, in search of a new and promising life. 

Grace seems to have no visible ties, and what is more, she does not seem to want 

to have them. The events that have taken her to prison and the life she has had since 

then, hardened her heart and sharpened her mind. When she meets Dr. Jordan at the 

governor’s house, there begins a process of very gradual change in her life, which 

presents her as still cautious, but opening up to a different perspective. Grace feels that 

Dr. Jordan is in a way re-writing her [life] and her past or helping her to do so, drawing 

her like in a painting, what produces on her a double feeling of calm pleasure and 

sudden alertness that in turn leads to “a feeling like being torn open; not like a body of 

flesh, it is not painful as such, but like a peach; and not even torn open, but too ripe and 

splitting open of its own accord. And inside the peach there’s a stone.” (Atwood 69) 

This shows that Dr. Jordan’s patient work intended to make his name as the 

doctor who succeeded in penetrating Grace’s mind and thoughts, paves the way to this 

second and less noticeable step in Grace’s  development  as a character;  she’s ripe 

enough to open herself to life. The word stone, used in the selected passage is in itself 

another clear marker of the ambiguity that accompanies this character, since it gives, at 

the same time, the idea of new life, but also of an encapsulated one, that can develop or 

die. 

In this very slow process that Grace undergoes, another unexplored space opens 

up, the space of her dreams, that also constitutes Dr. Jordan’s target but that Grace 

manages, as well, to keep as part of her secrets. As previously suggested, Bachelard 

focuses attention on the space of imagination and on the fact that memories are fixed in 

space, and in the space of the mind they are enclosed and protected (Harvey 217). 
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Protecting her dreams makes Grace certain that she is protecting her privacy, her only 

treasure, and so she lies again to Dr. Jordan about them “I say I can’t remember... I have 

little enough of my own, no belongings, no possessions, no privacy..., and I need to 

keep something for myself...” (Atwood 101) 

All narratives go back to childhood; all narratives are in a way travel narratives, 

as has been posed by de Certeau (in Augé 89). And this can be proved true in Grace’s 

case, since her life story appears in one of the chapters of the section called Broken 

Dishes, although her experience, far from being happy, unfolds as a traumatic story of 

loss and lack of real love: being born is judged by Grace as her first ‘disgrace’ (my own 

emphasis), the time when her troubles began. Her only memories of her birthplace, back 

in Ireland come down to her as scraps or bits, as if they were parts of a broken plate that 

she will never assemble because her mind has lost some pieces and emptied others. In 

her case the journey back to her childhood is quite a sad experience that she prefers to 

forget and that instead of identifying herself in contrast to others, assimilates her to 

thousands of other Irish citizens that conformed the impoverished populations that fled 

to America to make their future or at least to survive their present of entrapment in 

Ireland. The voyage to Canada was nothing but a series of shortcomings which ended 

with Grace’s mother’s death due to her failing health and the terrible conditions in 

which they travelled. Grace associates life on the boat with her stay in prison; on both 

occasions she felt that necessity had made strangers become friends, as she says in part 

of this section “A sea voyage and a prison may be God’s reminder to us that we are all 

flesh...and all flesh is weak” (Atwood 117). This can be related to Foucault’s idea of 

spaces of organised repression such as prisons and hospitals where people lose all 

evident signs of a clear identity. Yet, in other terms, they can also be places of 

provisional stay that make their dwellers think, as Grace puts it in another part of the 

text in which she refers to the prison “It is a place where you have a lot of time to think, 

an no one to tell your thoughts to; and so you tell them to yourself” (161). 

Grace’s memories of her journey to Canada make Dr. Jordan dream of his own 

past in America. Interestingly enough, he dreams of places within his old house in the 

U.S. that have to do with his childhood and early adolescence. He dreams of a corridor, 

the attic passageway at the end of which he only finds closed and locked doors. It seems 

that he is unable to get what he wants, something hidden behind the locked doors and 
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connected to women and their secrets. In the same way that knowledge about Grace and 

her thoughts is denied to him by her determination to protect her privacy, in the dream 

he has no access to other women’s private worlds that are enclosed within the walls of 

their rooms. When he finally sees a door that opens at the end of the corridor, he falls 

into the sea, almost drowns himself and hears women voices, mocking laughter, a 

complete turmoil. Dr. Jordan feels lost and abandoned by women who do not want to 

help him or co-operate with him; in a way, the same happens in his relationship with 

Grace, whose kind refusal to open her mind to him is acknowledged by the physician. 

Her story of the crossing of the Atlantic had caused this other journey back into the 

interstices of his past life, where there also have been moments of loss. The text depicts 

in an allegorical way the state of affairs prevailing in the last part of the nineteenth 

century, in which there was no clear understanding of the inner processes undergone by 

women, and at the same time shows the first attempts of psychological sciences, 

represented by Dr. Jordan, to learn more about the mysteries of the human mind, 

especially of women’s. 

A feature of Canadian life noted by writers says Frye, is “the paradox of vast 

empty spaces and lack of privacy, with no defenses against the prying or avaricious 

eye” (223). This idea is fully present in Grace, who appears as the character who tries to 

preserve her inner life, but at the same time, as the character that may represent Canada 

trying to preserve itself from foreign and also avaricious interests. The issue of borders 

drawn around oneself emerges here as characteristic of the novel as it is of Canadian 

literature. 

In relation to this, and adding to the fact that Grace feels constantly unprotected 

under the scrutinizing eye of society, we can analyze the feeling of unhomeliness 

experienced by immigrants, who like her, lack any sense of belonging to an alien world. 

Even though Grace has suffered from early childhood continuous losses in terms of 

home, she becomes aware of this lack when, during her stay at Mrs. Alderman 

Parkinson’s, Jeremiah, the peddler, foretells her future, as one in which he sees “sharp 

rocks ahead” (Atwood 155) and adds she was one of “them”, something that Grace is 

not able to understand clearly at that time but as she talks with Dr. Jordan, she comes to 

realize that what Jeremiah had meant was that she was but another ‘homeless and 

wanderer’ in the world. 
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In the last sections of the novel, Grace’s story and her ‘journey’ (my own 

emphasis) into the secret space of her mind- into the unknown- take a new direction. Dr. 

Jordan is certain that she knows what had really happened the day of the murders, even 

though she might not remember, and that they are reaching the core of her narrative. At 

the same time, Grace feels that the process of remembering has turned into a real burden 

for her and her wish is to be released, not from jail but form the imprisonment that 

keeping the story to herself has imposed on her; she is not able to discern whether she is 

the teller of her story or a character that is part of a story told by someone else: 

 

It is morning, and time to get up; and today I must go on with the story. Or the 

story must go on with me, carrying me inside it, along the track it must travel, 

straight to the end, weeping like a train and deaf and single-eyed and locked 

tight shut, although I hurl myself against the walls of it and scream and cry, and 

beg to God himself to let me out. (298) 

 

 

Anyway, she gets more and more uncomfortable with a situation that she is not 

sure to be able to control. Grace’s story reaches a turning point when, among all the 

people interested in her case she is introduced to her old friend, Jeremiah, the peddler, 

now turned into Dr. Jerome Dupont, “a noted medical practitioner” (305) specialised in 

hypnosis. Neither Jeremiah nor Grace shows signs of knowing each other and 

everything proceeds as if they had just met for the first time. Dr. Dupont will be 

instrumental in leading Grace and her story to an unexpected outcome. Time has come 

for all of them to open Pandora’s Box and see what there is inside. A first reference to 

Pandora and its mythical meaning had been placed by the end of the first part of the 

novel when Grace was making a quilt with a Pandora’s Box pattern; on that occasion 

she and Dr. Jordan had spoken about disobedience, punishment and hope. In a way it 

signals stages in Grace’s life. It is worth remembering here, that quilts appear in the 

novel as spaces that go parallel to Grace’s life, spaces that she is able to construct. Now, 

Pandora’s Box constitutes the name of a whole section by the end of the novel which 

will reveal the truth? about the events that led to the murders. It seems, here, that the 

ones to practise disobedience now are those who try to open Grace’s mind to find out 

whether she had really killed Mr. Kinnear and his mistress, Nancy. But what they will 

get is something completely unexpected, which will open a channel of hope for Grace 

that in turn will lead to her later release from jail. 
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Following Dr. Dupont’s advice, the group of people around the Governor’s wife 

interested in helping Grace recover her freedom, agree to share a hypnosis session 

conducted by Dr. Dupont that will try to retrace Grace’s story getting her back in time 

to the day of the murders. To their surprise, out of the box of Grace’s memories there 

emerge a  series of unexpected assertions regarding Grace’s relationships with Mc 

Dermott and Mr Kinnear, an erotic account of their affairs that startles everyone in the 

room. Grace’s answers to Dr. Jordan’s questions regarding the murders generate a state 

of irritation among the guests since it seems that they are in the presence of a 

completely different Grace, not the humble and quiet Grace that they had known until 

then, but a defiant and self-possessed woman, who appears ready to ‘confess’ what had 

really happened and how. Yet, as the session progresses and many of the guests begin to 

draw their own conclusions about the real Grace and her involvement in the murders, 

the reader learns that the one who is addressing the audience is not Grace but Mary 

Whitney, or, better, that is what the guests are made to believe. To everyone’s 

astonishment, ‘Mary’ assumes full responsibility concerning the murders, stating that on 

that time she had “borrowed her (Grace’s) clothing for a time” (402) and had taken 

possession of her body to make Nancy pay for her sins; and she had continued to dwell 

inside Grace’s body during the events that followed the murders, trying to explain who 

she really was, what, instead of preventing Grace from going to jail, gained for her a 

stay at the Lunatic Asylum. Nevertheless, neither then nor now had people been open to 

believe this story. 

The result of the meeting is a state of general shock, mistrust and doubt on the 

part of all the attendants. Who has taken part in the Kinnear-Montgomery’s murders? 

Grace or Mary? Who is the woman that had spoken to them during the session? Grace 

or Mary? What is Grace’s real identity? Who is she? Is it possible to believe that 

something of the kind might have really happened? All these questions are floating in 

the air at Mrs. Quennell’s house. While Reverend Verringer states that in the past they 

would have called this a case of possession, Dr. Jordan is inclined to believe that Grace 

may be suffering from some kind of neurological condition. But it is Dr. Dupont who, 

trying to help everyone come to a certain agreement suggests that it might be a case of 

double consciousness- a state that had been studied and described by several doctors as 

far back as 1816. Although Dr. Simon is at a complete loss, he cannot but recall having 
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read about cases of dédoublement, in which the patients had two different personalities, 

whether asleep or awake. 

Dr. Jordan leaves the house and walks home trying to decide if what he has just 

experienced is the result of a state of trance and possession or of a theatrical 

presentation. This, he cannot determine, but he realises that his stay in Kingston has 

come to an end. What he has come to look for is something that he has not been able to 

get. Disappointed, he believes that the best thing will be leaving Kingston as soon as 

possible, trying to forget everything that has happened until then, as part of an 

unsatisfying experience. Almost in a hurry the following morning he leaves for his 

country, without saying good-bye to the people he had met at Kingston. 

The last section, The Tree of Paradise, comprises the chapters in which we learn 

about Grace’s final pardon  and release from jail, some thirty years after she was 

convicted. Even though they are not presented in the lay-out of a letter, those chapters 

are a long letter that Grace writes to Dr. Jordan about her new situation as a free 

woman, living in Ithaca, USA, married to her former friend from days of youth, Jamie 

Walsh. In these last pages we come to know how Grace felt the night she knew about 

her pardon: afraid of what was coming, and of undergoing a change, as if her face was 

turning into a different one, no longer that of the famous murderess but that of the lamb 

that has been rescued, and so she’ll need “a different arrangement of the face” (443). 

Her fears increase as she thinks of crossing borders: the first one, the 

Penitentiary gates, which had enclosed her and even protected her for so long: her home 

for almost a life, a place she has grown accustomed to. The second border is represented 

by her journey to an unknown country without any prospects of a better life there. In a 

strange way she thinks of Heaven and Hell in terms of what there is for her in the future, 

freedom does not mean much to her, although she knows that she should be glad to be 

set free. The letters also refer to her unexpected marriage to Jamie Walsh, the young 

boy who had loved her and also helped to condemn her through his statements during 

her trial. Life has reunited them and he has asked Grace to forgive him and to accept 

marrying him. 

By the end of the novel, a year after their wedding, Grace reflects about her new 

life and shares her thoughts with Dr. Jordan, while describing in her letter, her house on 

the farm where they live, simple but full of all the necessary things that a woman of her 
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time may need to be happy: among them, Grace refers to the quilts she has bought for 

the different rooms: one is A Wheel of Mystery, reserved for the best room in the house, 

which may represent Grace’s past life, a mystery to all; and the other one a Log Cabin, 

her present life, free and protected, what she had dreamed of as a young lady, what 

perhaps her mother, and Mary and Nancy had dreamed of and had not got. 

Grace has also built a new space for her in the community, having erased certain 

aspects- painful aspects- of her past life, inventing a romantic story to account for her 

relationship with Mr. Walsh and hiding her old name to avoid unpleasant moments in 

the new environment. And she is also on the way to completing the first quilt she has 

made for herself, A Tree of Paradise, which is her way of constructing her future. In it, 

she has placed a purple and red tree against a white background, surrounded by a border 

of snakes that resemble vines and reserving three triangles that will be made with 

patches from Mary Whitney’s petticoat, Nancy’s dress and her own prison’s night- 

dress. In her reconstruction and reinterpretation of the traditional pattern, Grace is able 

to build her own design where there is one Tree of Life with fruits, both good and evil, 

as human beings are; with a fence of snakes that may look like vines but that will still 

be snakes and, as such, will warn against the presence of evil, and where there is room 

for the triangles made of the old fabrics that represent good and bad moments in her 

past, and also good and bad people that she would and should never forget. 

Through these symbolic orderings of space, as suggested by de Certeau (Harvey 

214), Grace is able to provide a framework for her experience through which she learns 

who she is and what place she has in society. Adversity has marked her life from an 

early start; yet, Grace seems to have accepted her fate, trying to survive by locking 

herself inside a hard shell and keeping all others out. As Dr. Jordan is made to say in the 

text “her strongest prison is of her own construction” (Atwood 362). Becoming an 

inhabitant of the land of amnesia, she is able to rule over her destiny, leaving others 

with the unbearable doubt about her true identity: is she a liar? The answer is not 

provided, but instead we know that if she is, it is just to please those who, as in the 

Scheherazade story, need her lies for their own survival. Grace has crafted a place for 

her to live in it, a place she learns the hard way to defend, defined by traces of her 

ancestors that animate her intimate geography. 
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Chapter 4 

 
Anonymity and Mobility: 

Two Variables of Place and Identity Construction in Ana Castillo’s 

Sapogonia. 

 
As we have already discussed in previous chapters, the construction of place as well as 

displacement issues are recurrent topics of post-colonial literatures. Post-colonial 

subjects have been singularly affected by space practices derived from colonization and 

de-colonization processes. In what follows, I will try to explain through the analysis of 

the two main characters of the novel Sapogonia how spatial configurations contribute to 

self-definition in Chicano/a literature. 

Duncan suggested that landscapes be considered as “signifying systems” (119) 

Following his claim, the landscape of the borderland, for instance, can be connected 

with the sense of dislocation that is revealed clearly in the works of many Chicano/a 

writers and that can also be related to the search for individual and/or collective identity 

since living in the borderlands is not just a physical but also a mental state. The 

borderland inhabitant experiences the ambiguity and constant tension between  the 

“here” and “there”, both physically and emotionally, belonging to one country or to 

another, and at the same time, the tension between being “one” or becoming “(an) 

other”, a product of a different culture. The notion of borderland can also be applied 

figuratively to social relations in which, the same tension and ambiguity referred to for 

the case insider/outsider is made evident quite frequently. This preoccupation for 

identity and how it is conformed, has been described by Norma Alarcón in her article 

“La Literatura de la Chicana: un Reto Sexual y Racial del Proletariado” in which she 

states that “Chicana/o main literary attitudes turn around the search for self- 

determination and self-definition along with a process  of self-invention within the 

interstices of various cultures” (in Leal 207). 

In Sapogonia, we can soon identify both the preoccupation of its writer about 

identity issues and also her deep concern about matters related to the spatial order that 

have a bearing on the construction of the two main characters’ places and identities 

within the society of a big city. The reader soon becomes aware, too, of having been 
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introduced to a world of ambiguities and ambivalence, a ‘border world’, another 

characteristic of post-colonial literatures and of the subjects they depict. The text is 

labeled an “anti-romance”, a “story of make-believe people in a real world or of real 

people in a make-believe world” (Castillo unpaged preface) dealing with the life of an 

“anti-hero”-the definition of which is forwarded to the readers through the view of the 

main female character- Pastora: “a man who celebrates his own strength, one who notes 

his special achievements, the principal male character in a novel...” (Unpaged preface) 

In this preliminary comment, then, the writers’ ironic and politically charged attitude 

towards traditional novels based on  the life of male characters and  their deeds is 

introduced and will provide a guide towards understanding the future development of 

both main characters and the novel as figured by Castillo. The text, though divided into 

three distinctive parts, a prologue and an epilogue, does not follow a linear time pattern, 

thus compelling readers to reorganize the events and their time of occurrence as if they 

were assembling a puzzle. Here, the imaginary and the real coexist to the point that 

dreams provide insight as prophecies of the future and also as a manifestation of the 

present; life itself is considered by Máximo Madrigal, the anti-hero, a series of dreams, 

emphasizing the idea of unreality of the apparently real. This initial set of dualities: 

romance / anti-romance, hero /  anti-hero, real  life  / dream  life  will be  constantly 

reinforced and further developed as part of the text’s border nature. 

Along the novel, we accompany Máximo Madrigal in his journey into exile, first 

to Europe - upon leaving Sapogonia, his home country- an imaginary place which 

appears to be the origin of all mestizos- and later to the U.S. where he will finally 

settle down. Dwelling for a time in France and Spain, as many other expatriates from 

other parts of the world, he manages to meet for the first time his Spanish father who, 

upon learning that Maximo’s mother was pregnant had fled both marriage and Sapogón 

internal wars. Máximo constitutes, in this way, a combination of mixed-blood post- 

modern exile and wanderer trying to figure out who he is and to secure his place, 

wondering at the same time the direction his life is taking. This situation that is stated at 

the very beginning of the text will continue until its very end “...I realized I didn’t know 

yet where I was headed. What I didn’t know then was that no one ever does.” (14). Not 

only is Máximo unaware of the fact that it is not possible to know, for certain, what may 

happen in the future, but also that his path along the postmodern urban world, which he 
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treasures so much, is nothing less than a nonsense tour around a series of non-places 

that will in the end, exert a negative influence on his being. In Augé’s terms, “a space 

that cannot be defined as space of identity, as relational and historical will define a non- 

place” (Augé 83b). In his constant wandering along different parts of the  world, 

Máximo becomes  an inhabitant of the non-places of post-modernity, in which the 

process of identity erasure finds its realization. As an inhabitant of non-places such as 

airports, bus stations, malls, and art galleries among others, Max needs to prove his 

‘innocence’ (my own emphasis) all the time by giving proof of his ‘clean’(my own 

emphasis) identity, through cards and passports, which in his case are always false or 

non existent. His life in the big American cities of New York, Los Angeles or Chicago 

becomes a paradox since, in order to belong to their social fabric, he has to be able to 

repeat once and again the same activities and actions that will assure his existence by 

equating him to other thousands of people, none of which has a distinctive identity but 

that as Máximo, claim that they have. However, this type of homogenized life can also 

operate as a liberating force and thus, allow people, at least temporarily, to enjoy a life 

of make-believe. This has been Maximo’s choice: accepting to erase his true identity in 

favor of a place within the Anglo society of the U.S. 

Almost by the end of Part One we meet Pastora Velásquez Aké, another mixed 

blood, and the main female character, which Castillo imbues with an especially 

enchanting voice, apart from certain supernatural powers, proper of her being partly 

Indian. The lives of both characters are going to meet and miss each other, helped by 

the type of life the big city offers to the characters, the shape of which has been 

described by Harvey Cox in his book The coming of the Secular City. The shape of the 

secular city is its social system and it is based on two characteristic components: 

anonymity and mobility. These two features of urban life are often “singled out and 

attacked by critics on the assumption that they deplete and despoil man turning him into 

a faceless, depersonalized being”, (Cox 51). Still, Cox argues that “it is possible to point 

to their positive side: they can contribute to the sustenance of human life in the city”. 

Today’s urban and anonymous culture is frequently blamed for the loss of identity and 

disappearance of selfhood of many of its members, yet Cox suggests that “without 

anonymity, life in a modern city could not be human,... anonymity can be a liberating 

phenomenon... seen as a possibility of freedom, as a chance to preserve the privacy 
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essential to human life (52-53) Mobility, on the other hand, can bring about positive 

changes. A better understanding of other points of view and perspectives, since 

geographical mobility almost always implies the intellectual one. 

To what extent then, these two variables contribute or not to identity formation 

and to the configuration of place of the above mentioned characters is a good question 

to move us forward. If we take into account Duncan’s idea of the landscape and its 

importance as a signifying system we can observe that the landscape of the big city 

produces a first effect of identity erasure on those dwellers that, like Máximo, are not 

legal citizens and that, as post-colonial subjects, share “a psychological inheritance of a 

negative self-image and alienation from their own indigenous cultures, which had been 

forbidden or devalued for so long...” (Tyson 366) Maximo’s past in Sapogonia appears 

as a chapter that needs re-writing, it occupies a very small place in his present life, or at 

least that is what he tries to believe. He is eager to be assimilated into the new culture 

and even though his first relations are other border subjects living in the big American 

cities, he aspires to get through to the core of the Anglo society, whatever the price to 

pay. 

Life in New York means for Máximo false documents, a fake identity and the 

making up of a character- a flamenco guitarist, speaking with a Spanish accent that in 

time will be changed for a Caribbean one in order to assimilate to the new environment 

and surrounding conditions. Máximo learns to copy and repeat certain actions, and to 

get lost in the number of non-places that are essential parts of big cities like New York, 

in which he chooses to live. As Augé states, “the foreigner lost in a country s/he does 

not know ... can only find her/himself in the anonymity of the highways, the petrol 

stations...” (Augé 109, 110b). In fact, what Maximo finds in these areas is, he, himself 

faced with a quite strange image of himself. He no longer is what he used to be and at 

the same time has not become another complete self. This state opens up a silent 

dialogue with the landscape-text of the city that addresses him as it does to others. The 

face that takes shape and the voice that is heard in the dialogue with this landscape are 

his but he does not recognize them as his own since they evoke millions of other people, 

generating a feeling of estrangement. 

After a time, Max realizes that the New York experience has driven him crazy 

and decides to get on the move towards Los Angeles. It is precisely during this journey 
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that he is made aware of the fact that anonymity could be the road to freedom: looking 

Caucasian as he did would allow him to intermingle with other white Americans 

without being spotted as the odd one out. He could take advantage of that fact even 

though that would mean doing away with his own identity: “A curious sense of freedom 

welled inside that came to the person whose identity had been completely erased” 

(Castillo 76). He feels relieved at the thought of being assimilated into the Anglo 

culture, which he considers civilized and sophisticated, and also a safe place. He feels 

capable of placing himself at the center of the world through imitation of the Anglos’ 

lifestyles, ways of dress, speech and behavior, what many postcolonial critics call 

‘mimicry’(Tyson 368) And he really tries hard to make it. Nevertheless, no matter how 

hard he may try to erase his past year in New York and try his luck in Los Angeles, life 

in this city is not free from dangers for an undocumented person- whatever his physical 

appearance might be- and after months of unsuccessful ventures he is caught in a raid 

and deported to Tijuana from where he leaves for his home country,  returning to 

Mexico again and back to the USA- to Chicago now- with a new fake passport and a 

student visa that will allow him to take up a course on Sculpture and where as he thinks 

“Life was to be enjoyed; the comforts of modern society were to be made use of ” 

(Castillo 94). Mobility, as experienced by Max, does not seem to produce, so far, a 

positive effect on him, but still he prefers this style of life to having to return to a 

country where he feels he does not belong any longer. He experiences a deep sense of 

‘unhomeliness’ a concept very much related to that of mimicry used frequently by post- 

colonial critics, like Homi Bhabha and Lois Tyson to define a state of ambivalence 

resulting from a feeling of being caught between two conflicting cultures and of 

belonging to neither of them rather than to both. Being “unhomed” is feeling not at 

home even in one’s own city or country because one is a victim of a cultural identity 

crisis (Tyson 368) This feeling fully depicts Máximo, who had escaped from  his 

country, which he does not recognize as his true place of being. And when he feels 

obliged to return, upon hearing of his grandparents terrible deaths, this feeling of 

unhomeliness is restated. Whatever direction he may look at, he catches scenes of 

destruction and death; it is then when he realizes that this is his country and that is his 

home, where he had lived days of plenty and happiness but also the horrors of a 

devastating internal war. Máximo reflects about this sad aspect of his life by saying 
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“Home as represented by a territory set off by political borders became Sapogonia when 

it not only gave to me, but took away.” (Castillo 255) Sapogonia had taken almost 

everything away from him: his childhood on the farm, the love of his family, their 

wealthy and easy life, and even his and his friends’ university records: all their files had 

been destroyed, they had vanished; it seemed they had never attended the university; 

they had been deprived of real existence. 

Part Two introduces Pastora in a more detailed way, showing a character that is 

going through depression after an abortion, having been “punctured through to her soul” 

(106) and “feeling as dry as a gourd” (121). Pastora is presented to the reader as 

someone who can manage to isolate herself from the rest of society and keep her private 

life anonymous in spite of her being a popular singer rising to fame in the city of 

Chicago. It is interesting to mention the fact that the character is described by means of 

expressions that show that sense of detachment that remains constant until the very end 

of the novel, “the woman herself was unattainable” (108), “she was so secretive... 

preferred not to be seen [out] with a man” (119), “with unpenetrable aloofness” (123) “I 

watched her from afar, from the other side of that smoked pane she kept up before the 

world” “an enigma” (135). 

Pastora and Maximo’s relationship and its real nature is something that is also 

kept secret; they do not show themselves together, they meet in hiding and even their 

close friends consider their affair just a series of occasional encounters based on mutual 

sexual attraction. There is also lack of real involvement in both of them: neither would 

admit love or at least the need to be with the other, sometimes they would even deny 

their knowing each other in the presence of certain acquaintances. It is precisely life in 

the big city which allows for this type of neglected communication: time (from months 

to years) can pass without their meeting; important events may happen without the other 

getting to know about them (marriage, imprisonment, childbirth) and the list can be 

endless. 

Chapter 24 is crucial for the reader’s understanding of the type of relationship 

that connected Pastora to Máximo: “Their interludes were rare and only for sex”, “No 

one knew when the next contact would be, neither dared to suggest it...” “They were 

each sources of destruction for the other.” (156, 7) Their relationship, helped by the 

high mobility to which both characters are subject to, even within the same city, was 
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based on temporary needs, and due to the wish on both parts not to surrender to the 

other, also lacked true intimacy. A series of failed encounters and several fruitless 

telephone calls that involve Pastora and Max, point once again to their impossibility of 

committing themselves to an ordinary life. On a larger scale, their relationship, as 

shown in this chapter can be emblematic of contemporary ways of human interaction in 

big urban centers. Lack of commitment to other people or to social causes assures 

freedom and lack of dependence from any form of control that may be exerted by some 

upon others. Mobility appears as a way to counterbalance such need to control, and by 

mobility I mean here, not only a physical movement from one place to another but also 

social mobility, that is, a change in status within society that can also bring about the 

chance to be the one in control and not the controlled one. 

The last Part of the novel following the same time scheme of the previous parts 

does not advance the story in a linear way but proceeds to unfold episodes of both 

characters’ lives that will help readers complete the original puzzle. While Pastora’s life 

goes along lines of anonymous deeds, helping refugees from Sapogonia to enter the 

USA even at the risk of her own freedom, Maximo’s efforts are directed towards 

personal improvement. He manages to step up the social ladder marrying and un- 

marrying conveniently to secure a position and an easy life in Chicago. While Pastora 

forgets about herself and her growing fame, Máximo tries by all means to be renowned, 

becoming a gigolo. 

However, their relationship will never come to an end and, though going along 

different directions, their paths will cross once and again forever, since their connection 

goes beyond the here and now and is based on their common past as mixed-bloods. 

Both Max and Pastora develop differently from beginning to end. Pastora goes from a 

cosmopolitan state to one of provincial domesticity, a fact that is first made evident, in 

her gradual change of attire: “She was no longer [...] in the look of the fifties Latin 

American movie star. Instead she wore the traditional costume of the Mayan woman.” 

(144). Evidence of change can also be traced, in her decision to marry and have a family 

after the confirmation of a new pregnancy. Under the influence and the power of her 

race, of her ancestry, and her gods from both cultures Pastora is capable of configuring 

her identity as a Latina, leading the way, as her name suggests, and guiding other 

members of her own ethnic group towards an acceptance of their situation and towards 
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the conformation of their own places within the white American society. Pastora is able 

to understand who she is and what her place should be through the epiphanies that she 

has in her recurrent dreams of spirits of her female ancestors. Thus, she learns that to 

find her own self and state of communion with the universe, it is not necessary to go 

back to the lands of her grandparents, since she can make up her own place wherever 

she may find herself. In one dream, a spirit guide had said, “the beaches of the lake 

Michigan in Chicago would bring the same peace of mind whenever she required it” 

(222). It is this sacred truth that will govern her future life and help her lead others into 

self awareness. This revelation about her own identity and destiny is achieved with the 

charming serenity proper of a ‘pastora’ (my own emphasis), of a shepherd looking after 

her flock. She has tried in the past to live by the rules of a male society which finds all 

positive qualities in male virility and freedom. Her original behavior has also tried to 

imitate the Anglo ways, by living only the present, not accepting to have ties of any 

kind and trying to enjoy the pleasures of a life that she finally admits is not self- 

fulfilling and even less, proper of her ancestry and thus has not offered the satisfaction 

she was looking for. Pastora is determined to get what she wants and for that she needs 

to recover her communal past. It is difficult to be and feel at home in the postmodern 

urban world. Yet, within the interstices of non-places people may try to construct at 

least part of their lives, that is, a ‘thirdspace’ opens up for those who do not feel 

comfortable living in the one/other dichotomy and decide that there can still be an-other 

position for them. 

Pastora has tried to feel at home within a society that accepted her just as a 

curiosity, as the oddity one can find in a shop window and may want to buy. But as 

soon as she realizes she does not feel comfortable with the rhetoric of the people that 

surround her and that share her life with her, she understands she has to take a different 

path or else be condemned to a future of alienation. Augé says that feeling at home 

implies the fact that one can make oneself understood without much effort, one can 

understand others as well, since there is a shared common ground, but when there is no 

longer connection with the interlocutors, when there is lack of understanding about 

reasons why people do certain things, the idea of feeling at home with others is 

interrupted; communication is altered and this brings about the emergence of a border 

between you and others (Augé 111b). 
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Máximo, on the other hand undergoes a different process which is marked by the 

inability to accept his real self. He changes identities as he changes countries, clothes, 

customs, professions and interests. He is never ready to show his intimate feelings, to 

admit love or the need to be with someone else. He just makes use of people and things 

as he goes along. His life, as his surname suggests, too, is like a song making use of 

contrapuntal imitation. His process of acculturation is noticed by Pastora who marvels 

at how well he dominates English after a short time: “His accent was notable, but he 

didn’t speak English like most native Spanish speakers. He had a continental flair.” 

(Castillo 225) 

After years of coming and going Max finally makes a decision which is in 

accordance with his personality: “I didn’t want to live a life of anonymity.” (253) This 

meant “whatever the price to pay”; he felt sorry for his family, for his country and his 

people, but mostly for himself, he felt he was on his own and had to make his future 

alone. This erasure of his past and his origin coincides with the process of his self- 

erasure. Max will do anything to succeed, to achieve his artistic goals and have an easy 

life, in Pastora’s words “he made his choice to settle for mediocrity in life, specifically 

in love and sex.” (325) and that would in turn have consequences. Along the text, Max 

feels several times he has been castrated, deprived of his essence as man, and many 

times he blames Pastora or others for that awful feeling, not noticing that it is he himself 

the one that had cut all ties with his soul and forgotten about his roots and his past. 

Can anonymity and mobility in the big city- both aspects of the shape of the 

secular city- be considered, according to what was stated above, variables of identity 

formation, and also of the configuration of place? A review of their effects on the 

characters analyzed will show that they did not operate in a similar way for Pastora and 

Máximo. On the one hand, it is thanks to anonymity helped by a high degree of physical 

and emotional mobility that Pastora can make her whole and stand as a distinct human 

being, as the Earth Mother that will, at the same time redeem and renew. She becomes a 

person that will be responsible for the continuation of the human species, someone who 

is capable of self-sacrifice and suffering for the sake of others. Pastora shows signs of 

having moved from the empty and solitary world she used to inhabit, where all actions 

lasted but the time of a show, in the direction of the world of everyday actions, which 

have the power to construct a personal history rooted in time and space. She is able to 
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undo the way back to her proper place; a turning back that has already been 

foreshadowed in one of the very first chapters- Chapter Four- in which the writer 

includes comments that break the narrative line and appear at first sight incoherent, but 

whose coherence is secured when the reader reaches the last part of the novel and 

witnesses Pastora’s metamorphosis. In Chapter Four the reader gets a description of 

what advanced individuals and advanced souls are 

 

 
The power with which each individual was born could be measured by ...the 

quality of his or her soul. ... Some individuals were extremely advanced...they 

were known as geniuses ... and could have led twisted, dark lives... By the same 

token, there were advanced souls, in everyday life, the bagboy at the local 

supermarket ... a woman who had borne many children and seemingly had 

accomplished nothing else. Advanced states could be observed by the purity 

with which they regarded their lives as they interacted with others... It was the 

inborn awareness of equality with other living things on earth.   (15) 

And a re-reading of that Chapter makes readers realize that that was an anticipated 

description of Pastora and of her future. She emblematizes advanced individuals that 

may have gone through dark times but that, being primarily advanced souls, have the 

power to exercise control over circumstances. Pastora represents the real heroines of our 

times: those who can bring about a reconciliation of the notions of identity and place 

through the construction of new selves that are connected to the land and the life cycles, 

the only valuable things left in a make-believe world. 

On the other hand, it may be said that due to both geographical and social 

mobility Máximo gets lost, cannot face his own responsibilities or commit himself to a 

serious cause: love, family ties, political engagement. Mobility allows him to escape 

problems and decision-making, what is his choice, but yet, this situation makes him 

uneasy, unsatisfied, incomplete, and displaced. He inhabits non-places in search of a 

better life, that’s why he can only live in the present without recalling his history, his 

past and his country. As Augé says “in non-places time is the present, the present and 

nothing else.” (Augé 105-10b) And Max lives a continuous present that does not allow 

him to project anything better for the future. Anonymity, on its part, grants him the 

possibility to circulate in a somewhat free way along the big American cities until he 

can finally reach a higher social status. 
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In both cases, though, there is a third aspect to consider which is the fact that in 

the non-places of post-modern urban developments there is always a specific place- in 

the shop window, the signpost, the screen- for the ‘curiosities’ (my own emphasis) 

presented as such, of what Pastora and Max are examples. She was first the Latina 

singer and later became the Mayan goddess in Chicago; Max, the flamenco player and 

then the Sapogón artist. They coexist in terms of their different individualities; yet, there 

is no merging, there is no close contact, no socialization and integration, and so no place 

conformation. The post-modern space which they inhabit is crossed by this paradox and 

contradiction: it deals with individuals who are not identified, socialized and localized 

except at the entrance or exit of given areas. Inasmuch as they can trespass these 

parentheses, they get immersed in a mass which is indistinct. 

In the concrete reality of today’s world, places and non-places find themselves 

intermingled, they interpenetrate each other. There is no chance of a non-place without 

a place, they combine. Return to place is the resource of the person who lives in non- 

places and dreams of having a home, settling down in the depths of his/her land. Places 

and non-places attract each other as well as they oppose each other. (84, 110). This is 

evident in Pastora’s case; as it happens to most formerly colonized peoples she 

gradually begins to reject colonialist ideology, and reclaim her pre-colonial past, which 

is not easy to recover, due to the fact that much pre-colonial culture has been lost over 

many generations of colonial domination. The fact that cultures do not remain frozen in 

time, but are “changed by cross-cultural contact” must also be taken into account since 

these cultural changes are closely connected with the notion of freedom, particularly the 

freedom to determine conscientiously the values certain communities choose to 

preserve and the sort of life they want to live (Tyson 369). 

In opposition to this we have Máximo; the self-celebrated antihero who 

finds himself displaced and displeased about his life but does nothing to change the 

state of affairs. His destiny has also been announced at the very beginning of the text, in 

a passage that speaks of his grandmother as a person who had fought earnestly to keep 

her Indian heritage alive and his lack of genuine interest about her stories. It has been 

his grandmother the one who predicted for him a life outside what was ‘real’, a life that 

was “merely a series of dreams” (Castillo 10). His dreams are recurrent nightmares 

concerned with drowning, what has caused her mother’s and grandma’s worry and the 
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latter’s assessment of his situation in these terms “Mimo, tú eres un alma mu-uuy viejo. 

A mí me parece que en una de tus vidas te ahogaste...o si no, tú ahogaste a alguien...” 

(11) Max had not been able to understand her grandma’s words uttered in Spanish, 

words that had the power to anticipate the direction his life was to take. Max is drowned 

in the turmoil of urban landscapes, in the intersection of cultures that do not claim him 

as a true member of any of them. He stands for make-believe practices of post-modern 

societies, that are shallow and lack signs of identity, thus he ‘drowns’ himself and his 

culture together with his own personal life. In the same manner that places attract and 

oppose each other, Máximo is both attracted to and rejected by Pastora, who cannot 

understand and accept his permanent lack of involvement and, who at the same time, is 

and will be constantly attracted by Máximo and by what he has meant for her in the 

past. 

The lives of Máximo and Pastora are clear examples of post-colonial subjects 

who are lost in the vastness of an urban space that does not provide a suitable meaning 

to their lives and that attempt to survive in two completely different ways. The sense of 

dislocation that both characters experience at different times is part of their lives in a big 

city whose landscape exerts a powerful influence on both of them. While Pastora 

manages to fix her place in the land of the real and retreated as far back as to the 

position of those women who cultivated the land, planting seeds that would bring about 

life, Máximo fixes his own imaginary place entertaining the idea that Pastora is an 

invention that makes his world tolerable “an idea, not divinity itself, which is and 

always has been your place (my own emphasis), sensing yourself alien to the earth.” ... 

She was the dark tunnel through which you passed and began your first memory of this 

world. (354). 
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Chapter 5 

 

So Far From God by Ana Castillo: 

Living on Borders and in Margins: Not Comfortable, but Home 

 

 

 
The post-colonial critique addresses two meta-narratives that have dominated Western 

discourse regarding colonial times: a fundamentally capitalist meta-narrative of 

development that engaged world history in the necessity for continuous progress and 

modernization, and a predominantly Marxist meta-narrative that required radical 

transformations for social justice to be achieved. Post-colonial critics deal globally with 

spaces created as a result of geo-historical processes of uneven development, and in turn 

with the possibility to re-create those spaces opening up a channel of debate where 

development and social justice could be revisited and revised. (Soja 126b) 

The Chicano population in the United States has been far from enjoying an easy 

life. Even though they are, in fact, American citizens, they have for long been denied 

social, economic and educational equality and, in the same way, their artistic production 

has been ignored by critics and scholars. This situation has been described by many 

Chicana/o writers and critics who, after a difficult process of recognition and self- 

acceptance managed to represent the complex reality that they had lived and in many 

cases still live. It is in this way that, through literature we come across pictures of their 

lives, their history and of the socioeconomic circumstances that accompanied their 

development as a particular ethnic group within American society. Chicanos have been 

characterized by Anglo-Americans as people without self-expression or self-image, an 

assertion that is only partly true if we consider that their ‘lack’ (my own emphasis) was 

due to years of painful submission, and that in the journey from ‘silence to voice’ they 

experienced the effects of dislocation that led them to a reconfiguration of their identity 

as individuals as well as a social group. 

Chicana writers and critics, such as Gloria Anzaldúa, Norma Alarcón, María 

Lugones and Ana Castillo, have dealt with these new spaces that have opened up 

alternative  possibilities  referring  to  them  as  ‘the  poetics  of  the  borderlands’,  an 
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expression coined by Anzaldúa to define, “a space of radical openness, a thirdspace 

filled with the perils and possibilities that infiltrate the chosen marginality of bell 

hooks” (in Soja 127b). Whatever the definition of the term borderland they may 

subscribe, these critics coincide in that, whereas the real border that affected the 

Chicano/a population of the U.S. is to be found in the American South West, there are 

psychological, sexual and spiritual borders, which exceed what the geographical area 

can signal. And thus, the definition is expanded to the space “wherever two or more 

cultures edge each other, where people of different races occupy the same territory”, 

“where the space between two individuals shrinks with intimacy” (in Soja 127b). They 

also share their acceptance of the fact that the borderlands is most of the times not a 

comfortable territory to live in, it is a place of contradictions, though at the same time it 

is a place that for many constitute their home, and they feel it as such. In many of their 

novels or critical texts these writers explore the multiple meanings of the term ‘border’ 

considering it as a lived space. A space that offers a certain degree of flexibility since 

outsiders to mainstream centers of culture can shift from peripheral positions to other 

constructions where they are more or less at home. This concept of movement across 

real or symbolic borders has been considered by Lugones and labeled “world traveling.” 

The world travellers are those who live between mainstream and periphery. Travel 

understood as a shift from being one person into being a different one, assuming a 

playful attitude not an agonistic one. Lugones’ worlds are artfully lived spaces, 

metaphorical and material, real and imagined (in Soja 131a). 

So Far From God written by Ana Castillo offers readers the chance to travel to and 

from different worlds with that playful attitude advocated by Lugones. The novel fully 

exploits the concepts of lived space and border to such an extent that the reader needs a 

good deal of good-will not to get lost in the multitude of border contexts appearing in 

the text. The narrative is preceded by an illuminating epigraph which completes the 

phrase chosen to be the title of the novel: So far from God-- So near the United States, 

attributed to the Mexican Civil War Dictator, Porfirio Diaz, and foreshadowing the 

theme around which the novel is organized: life in the border(s), on edges, across 

cultures and away from Providence... The epigraph seems to announce a fact common 

to border subjects such as the characters that are part of the text. This fact makes their 

lives hard to be lived in those spaces, which appear to be at a great distance from 
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anything considered good and so close to the perils and misfortunes that being a second- 

hand citizen brings about. The features of the border landscape that recur in the text are 

a deep sense of abandonment and lack of protection, combined in some cases with a 

feeling of anger. The topic of exploitation, originating in the centers of power- 

patriarchy and in governmental and religious institutions is also present but includes the 

re-creative ways in which the female characters try to make amends with life in their 

attempt to improve their existence and find self-realization through recovery of lost or 

denied spaces. Through wisdom (Sofia), faith(Fe), hope(Esperanza), love(Caridad), and 

the necessary ‘madness’ (Loca) (my own emphasis) to face adverse situations, Castillo 

suggests it is possible ‘to travel’ around this post-modern world. And it is women who, 

according to Castillo, will be in a position to embark in this enterprise, in the journey 

across border landscapes and through lived space. 

The novel deals with the life of Sofía, a Chicana woman, who has the wisdom, 

strength and endurance to survive her husband’s abandonment and to develop a life of 

her own, in spite of all sorts of troubles. Together with her four daughters: Esperanza, 

Caridad, Fe and Loca, Sofía travels across a world described by Sanchez as “a 

confusing world of crisscrossed economies, intersecting systems of meaning, and 

fragmented identities” (Sánchez 9). In their constant comings and goings- physical and 

emotional- Sofía and her daughters experience “the so called postmodern condition” 

(9), moving around marginal areas of the country. 

Although at first sight the names assigned by the writer to the female characters are 

presented in a playful manner and may appear to stand for anti-values, as the story 

unfolds they become emblematic of the true value of knowledge and virtue. Castillo 

creates a world where the natural and the supernatural coexist, resembling in a way that 

type of world suggested by Lugones, full of “artfully lived spaces, metaphorical and 

material, real and imagined.” (In Soja 131a). Castillo’s world in the novel is rich, also, 

in elements of magical realism presented by Carpentier as an unexpected alteration of 

reality in which something extra-ordinary happens, rendered plausible and accepted as it 

is. Carpentier refers also to what anthropologists call the primitive mind, whose magical 

character determines a special view of reality, which includes the presence of an organic 

and mimetic nature which does not privilege any of its elements  over the others- 
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objects, plants, animals and human beings live in harmony and see all things as being of 

equal value in the scheme of things (Carpentier 11). 

These women go through times of great difficulties that transform each of them in 

their own way into special beings. The narration opens with a surprising event: the 

death and later resurrection of Loca on the day of her funeral. Even though, within the 

household boundaries, none of the human dwellers is able to perceive the coming 

disgrace, the natural world realizes and even announces that something incredible is 

about to happen. From that moment onwards, Loca’s life will be marked by her dislike 

of humans and their habitats and her close connection with nature, especially with 

animals. The interior of Sofia’s house, where she lives with Loca, is always described as 

an uncomfortable place, to the degree that Loca adopts the acequia, which runs near 

their house as ‘her place’ (my own emphasis), where she has played and hidden since 

she learned how to walk. Loca has made the acequia her own, and feels that she will be 

ready to compete with a peacock, if necessary, to secure it for herself. From Loca’s 

perspective human and non-human nature enjoy the same status on earth, and even 

though members of the town consider Loca not capable of fully grasping the real world 

that surrounds her, she, far from being an innocent, has developed a wider vision of the 

world through contact with animals and other natural creatures, which allows her to live 

away from many material goods that the other members of her family consider 

indispensable to feel alive. Loca believes she has all she needs: home and a family of 

human and non-human members. This state of communion with other creatures allows 

Loca to live within the borders of her own being and apart from the practices common 

to her family and community that show more signs of deterioration than of progress. 

As the text advances, readers notice that this character develops along lines that go 

parallel to Jesus Christ’s life: her death, her visit to Purgatory, to Heaven, and down to 

Hell, her miraculous resurrection after which she warns everybody in town to believe in 

her words and in the truthfulness of her experience, her constant detachment from 

human crowds, her miraculous deeds: assisting her sisters and curing them of their 

emotional and physical maladies or diseases through prayers and personal care. Her life, 

like that of Jesus is always close to that of her mother- in Loca’s case the only human 

being she trusts and accepts to be next to (25; 244-5). Chapter 15, almost by the end of 

the novel, describes the second time that Loca abandons the private space of her home, 
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this time to accompany her mother in the Holy Friday Way of the Cross Procession. 

This event signals Loca’s decision to pull down the barrier she set up at the age of three 

and that has separated her, ever since, from the other citizens of the town; she makes up 

her mind to go out into the world again and for the last time. Castillo re-creates the 

different stations of the original Via Crucis, establishing a relation of parallelism 

between Christ’s suffering and that imposed on the inhabitants of Tome and its 

surroundings. The writer builds in this part a peculiar landscape along the streets of 

Alburquerque which, at each station, reminds the people of sins committed against 

nature, and thus against their own life: the pollution of their lands and water, their 

extreme poverty and the elimination of complete generations through destruction and 

death as a result of the use of toxic materials. It is possible ‘to read’ in the text ‘images’ 

characteristic of this impoverished region that seems to be really very far from God: 

barren fields, contaminated canals, animal species in danger of extinction, dead cattle 

due to pollutants, toxic waste and nuclear plants. As in the biblical story, in which Jesus 

implores God to drive Him away, if possible, from such a painful situation, Castillo 

seems to be concerned with the fate of the people of Tome and Alburquerque: those 

borderland inhabitants, crucified in a different style, but suffering, in their case, from a 

kind of post-modern death. Loca’s story provides a frame to the text announcing the 

natural and sometimes supernatural power that lies in women, capable of transforming 

themselves and the surrounding world in multiple ways. Her death comes about as a 

result of AIDS, a disease she gets in an uncertain manner since she has had practically 

no contact with other human beings; something that she carries with her without being 

her fault, a fate she accepts with calm resignation. It is the space that surrounds Loca 

what in fact kills her. This is a disrupted and corrupt space where practices debase 

human life to the point of annihilation. 

By way of contrast, Fe’s story is the one which shows the influence of a society 

within which commodities are rendered a higher status than that of human beings, one 

which displaces all local cultural values, disrupting all sense of place and identity. Fe 

appears to be trapped in a particularly materialistic environment- a space that is related 

to her work, first in a bank and later at Acme, a company that promises to take her to the 

top of her ambitions but that in fact leads her to death of a cruel type of cancer. Many 

theories inform us that “identity is determined, and in all of them institutions such as the 
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family, the school and the place of work play a crucial determining role, being identity 

construction increasingly dependent on images” (Sarup xv). Fe represents the need for 

continuous progress and modernization  at any cost- the kind of blind faith  of the 

conquerors-, and thus a quick analysis of her life will bring about the following 

configuration of concepts: hard work = commodities = happiness. She has always felt 

that her mother’s life, so full of miseries and hardships, is depressing and so she tries to 

escape from having a similar destiny. A feeling of disappointment and disgust towards 

Loca, in particular, and the rest of the family prevails in Fe, who only accepts Esperanza 

because her job on TV lends her a certain prestige. Her home has a disgusting animal 

smell that she cannot tolerate, as she does not approve, either, of Sofia’s atypical way of 

living, the one she accepted in order to keep the family ties intact. Sofía, in a very wise 

manner, behaves like mother-earth, always supporting and giving shelter to those who 

had once left and, in time, need to come back to her. Yet, time will show Fe that the 

journey she intends to make away from her family life-style towards being assimilated 

into the Anglo standards has nothing really good to offer her. Her boy-friend leaves her, 

shortly before  their wedding, breaking up their engagement, what makes Fe mad, 

causing her to cry for more than ten days, banging her head against the walls. Her world 

of organized events, routine activities and detailed plans collapses, and she ends up with 

nothing much in her hands. Only her mother and sisters try to make her whole again, 

and thus, with their help, she is able to start again. Fe behaves like a crusader, who 

strongly believes that whatever she does is for the sake of progress and that all progress 

is good, no matter the means used or the results obtained. She is confident enough about 

the possibility of her future success. Sofia’s hard-working girl and reliable person, the 

one who has always had a steady job, and who has tried hard to maintain her image, 

considering her mother and sisters unambitious and self-defeating people has learned 

the hard way that life in this marginal area is not an easy task. She finally finds true 

love, marries her cousin Casey, and settles down as she had always dreamed of. Hard 

work, again, will mark this new stage in her life. Nothing matters but to get “the long- 

dreamed-of automatic dishwasher, microwave, Cuisinart, and the VCR...which she had 

bought herself with her own hard-earned money even at the expense of her own life...” 

(Castillo 171). Like Fe, many other inhabitants of Tome, experiment the same process 

without ever noticing that, what they consider progress is nothing but their own death 
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sentence. Fe builds an ideal space where she will like to live and shapes her identity 

around the concept of having, not of being: for her, one is what one has or can buy and 

she firmly believes that accumulation of goods will make anyone worthy of value; in 

this way, she ends up sacrificing her own being. The surrounding physical environment 

echoes the idea of destruction, showing signs of death all around: dead cows in the 

fields, dead birds falling from the sky, desolate landscapes announcing chaos: the land 

of ‘enchantment’ of their great-grandparents shows a different reality in which 

“everyone was now caught in what had become: The Land of Entrapment” (172). The 

destruction of the natural habitat as a result of development practices brings about the 

physical and moral decay of Tome and of many of its inhabitants, including Fe. 

Fe’s terminal illness, followed by the cruel and agonizing process leading to her 

death, shows precisely the process of cultural erasure to which the inhabitants of Tome 

are subjected to. Most of them disregard it and appear to be unconcerned until the very 

moment in which they become aware that it is too late. Fe literally undergoes a process 

of physical and spiritual disintegration as a result of her detachment from the cultural 

values sustained by generations of her ancestors, values to which she frantically opposes 

and emphatically denies. Her death is, thus, one without resurrection as have been those 

of her sisters, who have managed to return in different ways to the world of the living. 

Paradoxically, Fe’s blind faith in the wrong values causes her definite disappearance 

from this world. During the days before her death only her family takes care of her and 

provides the support she does not get from the company that has not only ‘sacrificed’ 

her but also condemned her for not doing her job properly. 

If Fe may be considered the most rational and down-to-earth of all of Sofia’s 

daughters, undoubtedly Caridad, the second of the girls, can be seen as the most sensual 

and sensuous one. Unlike the other women at home, Caridad has a smooth complexion 

“perfect teeth and round apple-shaped breasts....and a somewhat pronounced ass that 

men were inclined to show their unappreciated appreciation for everywhere she went” 

(Castillo 26). All this combined with the fact that she also has a strong desire to live life 

to its full extent. Having dropped college, she marries her secondary school boyfriend 

from whom she divorces upon knowing that he had cheated on her. Back home, Caridad 

alternates her work as an orderly at the local hospital with regular outings for drinks and 

sex with any man she meets at bars after work. Her life is characterized by excesses: 
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excess of love, sex, alcohol, even abortions. Yet, after the terrible day on which she was 

attacked and brutally abused, stabbed in the throat and mutilated by some strange being, 

the malogra, a change occurs in her life that will give birth to a new Caridad. Kindness 

and generosity towards people in need is what she will give in response to those who 

had no kindness in their hearts for her. Three months after Caridad is discharged from 

hospital, a miracle happens and both her beauty and her health are restored to her; she is 

whole again and so she decides to move, with her Corazón, a horse, to a trailer complex 

in the South Valley of Alburquerque, next to Doña Felicia, her landlady and Caridad’s 

future spiritual guide and mentor. Caridad develops a capacity to get into trance and 

have visions of the future, what in time will help her become a healer. It is Doña Felicia 

that realizes that Caridad has the necessary characteristics to cure others and is ready to 

help her know all about this new job so different from the one she performed at the 

hospital. Doña Felicia reveals this new and important phase in Caridad’s life “But you 

are destined to help people as even those trained doctors and nurses down there can’t do 

[...] All they did at the hospital was patch you up ...It was with the help of God, [...] but 

you healed yourself by pure will” (55). Caridad starts a new journey, then, one of a 

series of other ones, that will take her away from her past life –both physically and 

emotionally– and into areas unknown to her, such as that of clairvoyance. She settles in 

the sacred place of Chimayo, where she has her adobe house built and from which she 

starts on her first pilgrimage during Lenten Week. 

During this trip, Caridad has a revelation that makes her take another direction: she 

realizes she has fallen in love, but this time with another woman, something that she had 

considered before as a possibility but that emerges now as a truly powerful feeling she 

cannot suppress. Unable to handle this new and certainly unexpected situation, Caridad 

leaves her place and gets lost in a cave for a whole year during which neither her family 

nor her friends know about her whereabouts. Eventually, a group of men finds her by 

accident and try to take her back to town but can by no means literally move her from 

her new place in the mountains. Caridad has developed an extraordinary strength and 

adopted that as her new home since the very morning, a year before, when “she woke to 

a delicate scar in the horizon that gradually bled into day and saw the sun then raise 

itself like a king […] Caridad only knew that she wanted to stay there and be the lone 

witness to that miracle every dawn.” (89) 
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It is the presence of these men what breaks the spell that nature through  the 

mountain landscape had cast on Caridad. However, she decides to stay and it will be 

Doña Felicia the only person to realize that Caridad’s return is not a matter of 

imposition or force but rather of persuasion. And she will be the person to lead Caridad 

back to occupy a new position, that of channeler and interpreter of her dreams as a way 

of helping others. This decision is mediated by a cleansing ceremony at Ojo Caliente’s 

mineral baths, which serves the purpose of reuniting Caridad and Woman-on-the-wall- 

later-woman-on-a-hill or Esmeralda, Caridad’s love and the reason for her year’s 

disappearance. 

Caridad stands as the character which is really full of true love towards people and 

nature alike, and that above all is determined to honor her feelings “But Caridad barely 

let herself pronounce it, much less love Esmeralda openly […] because Esmeralda 

already loved someone […] But also, everyone and everything that Caridad had ever 

given her heart to had gone away […] Memo and Corazón”. (204). Thus, she accepts 

her destiny and feels satisfied by merely keeping an eye on Esmeralda’s house or just 

being close to her. A bond of love, friendship, respect and solidarity develops between 

the two women. And soon, the reader will witness another extraordinary event in their 

lives: Caridad and Esmeralda, in their attempt to escape from Francisco, el Penitente, 

are called by Tsichtinako, a spirit deity, and fly off to a place were both of them will be 

safe and live forever, event that is witnessed by several tourists and some inhabitants of 

the town of Sky City. This absolutely unimaginable outcome that Castillo prepares for 

Caridad’s distressing situation, finds its ground in Carpentier’s concept of magical 

realism. This vision of the world contrasts with the Western view which relies on a 

hierarchical system built upon binary oppositions and will not accept any intermediate 

position between terms. It is possible to accept Caridad’s vanishing into the air as a 

supernatural move, allowed to special beings like her or Loca and her miraculous 

resurrection; Caridad’s process of disintegration and even Esperanza’s return as a spirit 

after her death are examples of magical realism. 

Esperanza is the character that appears to be the most sensible of Sofia’s daughters: 

she attended school, college and even graduate school; she gets a proper job, and later 

becomes a well-known reporter. Education seems to have worked the miracle that 

helped her escape the inadequacies of her life.  However, she admits “she had spent her 
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whole life trying to figure out why she was the way she was (38). In a way Esperanza 

feels that she had never been her parents’ centre of attention, especially for Sofía, 

always concerned with her sisters’ troubles and unusual behaviours. Thus, the idea of 

leaving her place and her country emerges as a natural decision for someone who has 

come to understand that “her personal sense of displacement in society had to do with 

her upbringing” (39). Contrary to what might be expected from a typical Chicano 

family, Sofia’s is defined by Esperanza as dysfunctional, even worse than that, because 

she could not find anywhere, anything that might have been close to their description. 

Esperanza’ success in the work sphere responds to her attitude towards life and 

progress, which at the same time does not coincide with that of Fe, since Esperanza 

believes in hard work for the sake of social changes. While still alive, she tries to 

convince her mother to fight for their rights, but this is only understood by Sofía after 

Esperanza’s death. Esperanza’s sustained struggle to find a place for her within the 

family, something she could not accomplish fully during her life, and within the 

American society ends after her death in a peculiar way. As the tolerant daughter that 

she had been, she is able to return as a spirit that can meet Loca and Caridad, also her 

father, and her dear mother and spend some time with them as she had not been able to 

do before “Esperanza came and lay down next to her mother, cuddled up as she had 

when she was a little girl and had had a nightmare and went to be near her mother for 

comfort” (163). As an American citizen, Esperanza died a hero and her parents received 

a posthumous medal on her deeds in Saudi Arabia. 

And it is Esperanza the daughter that opens up a different path for Sofía, because 

after her death, Sofía realizes she needs to take action in other areas apart from the 

house, the family and the carneceria. Even though Esperanza has not followed any of 

the unusual patterns that characterised her three sisters’ lives, what required Sofia’s 

personal attention and motherly dedication, she has always been close to her mother and 

has always tried to help her by not causing further troubles in a complex family like 

hers and by giving her mother reasonable advice. When nothing much is left for Sofía, 

Esperanza and her teachings become apparent, there is still ‘hope’ (my own emphasis) 

for her and for the community of Tome: Sofía understands Esperanza’s legacy and 

decides to run for town mayor: there is always a chance to improve personal and 

communal life. 
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It is in this way that Sofía will begin her journey from working-mother and wife to 

leader of those who need to be awaken from their lethargies. Sofía is seen by her 

comadre as someone different from other women in town and the reason is that she has 

imagination, although Sofía emphatically states that what she has is a strong faith in the 

possibility to change and improve the state in which the town and its inhabitants are. 

And the first thing she knows she does not want to be is a conformist. They work for 

months, they hold meetings and they soon know that there is more to do than simply 

running for a political position of power; it is then that Sofía and her neighbours decide 

to set up a sheep-grazing and wool-weaving cooperative, and later a food one, which 

will serve the economic development of Tome. But this is, by no means, the end of 

Sofia’s troubles. She will still have to go through Fe’s cruel death; her husband’s betting 

her house away and finally Loca’s death. However, Sofía in spite of all her losses finds 

the necessary strength to found and conduct for many years M.O.M.A.S., the Mothers 

of Martyrs and Saints organization and continue fighting against all odds. 

Sofía has managed to sail through difficult times and experiences without drowning: 

her unsuccessful marriage, the fact that her family was not the typical Chicana, nuclear 

and full-of-descendants family. On the contrary, and to put it in Sofia’s own words her 

daughters were of the kind that flies: 

 

you remember when La Loca went to the church rooftop the day of her 

funeral…Then, just before Caridad’s disappearance …and if I know Caridad 

more than likely she is flying around somewhere in the mountains…And then 

my Esperanza flew-not with her own wings, of course, …but in a jet to another 

continent and she too, is gone! The only one who stays earthbound is la Fe… 

(85). 

 

 

Sofía has raised them to the best of her knowledge and common sense and has 

above all loved them, each of them in her difference; she accepts the four girls as they 

are, despite the fact that nobody might consider her daughters ‘ordinary’ girls. 

Sofía lives in the border between two completely different worlds: that of her 

ancestors, who had a strong respect towards the natural world and that of her 

descendants, who are trapped in the insecurities of a post-modern consumerist society. 

That is why her life is not close to comfortable. Three of her daughters managed to 

escape  the  curse  of  living  a  materialistic  life  and  had,  either  decided  to  fight  as 
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Esperanza did for her beliefs, or engaged in the magical world of their ancestors who 

worshipped nature and disregarded goods, such as La Loca and Caridad. These three 

characters represent the possibility to build a different world, working from within the 

established systems of power-patriarchy, in which there will be losses but also successes 

if we are open to accept other ways of thinking, other cultural resources and beliefs. Fe, 

the fourth daughter, though really loved and cared by her mother and sisters, is the only 

one who appears unable to survive and come back as a spirit as her sisters have done. Fe 

had thought Loca a soulless creature but it is Fe the one that seems to have no soul 

because it is the only one that does not come back in any sort of way after her death, it 

is as if contact and adherence to materialistic standards had completely disintegrated 

her. 

Nevertheless, Sofía knows that her place is the small town of Tome, the land of her 

parents and of those who need her wisdom and her strength to survive in the way she 

has survived: with love, hope and imagination-madness-, and also with faith but not a 

blind one, rather a faith anchored in the cultural values that will make their struggle 

meaningful. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

 
“I am located in the margin. This marginality is not imposed by 

oppressive structures; it is a chosen one, a site of resistance, a location 

of radical openness and possibility. A position arrived at through 

suffering and pain, through struggle. We are transformed, individually, 

collectively as we make radical creative space which affirms and 

sustains our subjectivity, which gives us a new location from which to 

articulate our sense of the world” (hooks in Soja 105b) 

 

 

 

The present work has attempted to elaborate on the notions of space and place as they 

are dealt with in the novels that are part of the corpus. It also sought to develop how 

these notions of space and place contribute and relate to the process of identity 

construction and its counterpart, identity erasure. As part of the analysis we have set 

about to explore the concept of border and its available definitions within the field of 

post-colonial literatures. It is our intention to present, first, some conclusions regarding 

the treatment of space and place in the Canadian novels, proceeding likewise with the 

Chicana novels, and finally signalling the similarities and/or differences that were found 

in the course of the analysis between groups. 

Accordingly, it will be in order to revisit the concepts of space and place introduced 

in Chapter 1, where we have begun to say that originally both words were used as 

synonyms; however, as world history has shown, a differentiation of both words was set 

in motion in modern times, which originated not just one definition for each of the 

words, but more than one and a whole debate around them. For practical purposes it 

would be reasonable to say that the term space is both understood as “a natural fact, as 

an objective attribute of things which can be measured, but also as the subjective 

experience derived from conceptions of space held by different types of societies that 

can take us into the realms of imagination and fiction”. We have drawn our attention 

towards the ways in which human beings represent space inasmuch as they determine 

our interpretation and modes of action in relation to the world. In particular our interest 
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was focused in the fashion in which writers try to communicate certain values through 

the construction of a spatial form- a written text or the spatialization of the writer’s 

ideas. 

Another definition of space which might be rendered useful for these conclusions 

was the one that conceived it, mainly, as something usable, malleable and capable of 

domination through human action in the sense that it marked the beginning of the 

process of differentiation between both concepts (emptying of space and disruption of 

the sense of place as place of being) until the moment in which, in the words of Tuan, 

space can be considered as freedom and place as rootedness- being relational, or 

constituting the place of identity in opposition to non-places, introduced by Augé as 

instances of personal and social identity erasure. Bearing all these conceptualizations in 

mind, let us proceed to consider conclusions derived from each of the novels’ analysis. 

Thus, in Surfacing, the concepts of space and place are united through the related 

idea of landscape as reflection of its inhabitants (Duncan 119). The different landscapes 

analyzed in the novel are that of the border, the road, the village-city, the island, the 

bush and the lake. The topics of progress and development versus stagnation; capitalism 

versus environmentalism; imperialism versus colonies are central to the evolution of the 

narrative and run parallel to the descriptions of sites and of the attitudes that the 

characters adopt as a result of the interplay with the different places in which they find 

themselves. Thus, landscapes become true signifying systems. As a strong and crucial 

element in the text we find the concept of border which is present from the very 

beginning of the narrative and which shows an evolution from the idea of a 

geographical frontier between countries to that of personal and interpersonal borders, 

barriers and limits that the main character builds or has built along her life in order to 

preserve herself from suffering. All this coincides with Frye’s ideas of Canadian 

imagination that rests upon what he calls a “garrison mentality,” that in which people 

find protection in self-imposed reclusion. The fact that the main character has 

experienced this distancing from her family, her village on the island, her husband, her 

friends and even her new lover produces in her a sense of dislocation and estrangement: 

she does not recognize any place as hers or her as part of her family and her country; 

she is a foreigner in her own territory as she is a foreigner in the U.S. Her self is 

fragmented and has been practically erased to the point of complete alienation. 
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How is this nameless character-almost self-less- able to construct the self she has 

never been? Through a process of metamorphosis she engages in after becoming aware 

of the relevance of alternative spaces, represented by the scrapbooks and the photo 

albums through which the protagonist will achieve self-understanding and spiritual 

renewal. It is in this way that Atwood introduces the idea of possible survival for those 

who refuse to be mere victims of established situations. The protagonist begins to 

construct her  future identity after having  disposed of  those traits of  her  previous, 

materialistic life that had caused her alienation: entering a state of communion with 

nature and re-entering her present life with a sense of acceptance and tolerance towards 

others and also towards herself. That is, distancing and relation, as posited by Buber. In 

doing this she realizes that she has become a place, a landscape that will allow her to 

reunite past, present and future. 

In Alias Grace, though, the problematics of space that Atwood presents is not the 

same as the one in Surfacing. Set in the XIX century, Alias Grace does not focus deeply 

on the relation between environment and characters although there are traceable 

examples of this along the text, but rather centres itself in the configuration of the main 

character’s identity and on the crucial importance of alternative spaces as part of that 

development. The lack of knowledge regarding Grace’s true identity is the novel’s 

central point. The double nature that this character is assumed to have remains an 

incognito even after having read the whole text. Atwood manages to work out Grace’s 

identity through the creation of heterotopias in which the character feels safe, and which 

will allow her to resist an otherwise repressive world (Foucault in Harvey 213). 

Grace resorts to madness, as a place, a direction she can take in order to escape the 

course her life might take if she were found guilty of the murders she has been accused 

of having committed. She also finds refuge in the house of amnesia, choosing to forget 

those parts of her life that might be inconvenient. Atwood creates a character that can 

exercise control over her body, as a container of power, but most especially over her 

mind- her inner space- and the contents of which she keeps strictly undisclosed. Neither 

the memories of her past life and childhood, nor the ones about the events around the 

murders will flow freely  to  be shared  with others. Her  dreams appear as another 

alternative space, which Grace does not allow others to intrude upon, since she feels 

they are her only treasure and part of her privacy. The boat and the prison are other two 
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alternative spaces that Grace inhabits at different times in her life and that, in my 

opinion, can be equated with Augé’s idea of non-places in view of the fact that they 

constitute spaces of organized repression where people lose visible signs of identity; 

however, Grace is capable of surviving these two absolutely miserable stages in her life 

because she considers the penitentiary as a site for reflection and self-analysis, and 

ultimately, turns it into her home; her place. 

The last alternative space that is interesting to mention in relation to Grace’s 

identity construction is that of the quilts. These are important spatial configurations 

which help the character sum up and record her past and present at the same time that 

she foresees her future; recreating through this artistic form of everyday life both happy 

and sad moments along her life. All these symbolic orderings of space help Grace forge 

her identity. Inventing a story of her past life, quite different from the real one, Grace 

manages to establish herself in place after moving to the U.S. The borders she has 

forever built around her self are part of her decision to rule over her past and future, and 

this constitutes the most striking feature of this character. 

In the case of Sapogonia, the first of Castillo’s novels analyzed as part of the 

corpus, it can be said that Máximo and Pastora are clear examples of post-colonial 

subjects who are lost in the vastness of the urban space of the city of Chicago. Both 

characters develop along lines that will shape their identity although not in similar 

ways. Both of them experience a sense of dislocation, common to all inhabitants of 

border areas. It is within the interstices of various cultures that Máximo and Pastora 

attempt to achieve self-definition. As outsiders to mainstream centres of culture they 

can shift from peripheral positions to others where they feel more or less at home. In 

doing so, they become world travellers, shifting from being one person into being a 

different one, in a ludic attitude, as Lugones has pointed out. Both characters are part of 

artfully lived spaces, metaphorical and material, real and imagined (in Soja 131). Both 

of them, too, are part of this ambivalent “story of make-believe people in a real world or 

of real people in a make-believe world.” (Castillo unpaged preface) Máximo, a 

combination of mixed-blood post-modern exile and wanderer tries to secure his place, 

wondering at the same time the direction his life is taking. He travels along the post- 

modern urban world constantly touring around a series of non-places that will in the 

end, exert a negative influence on his being. He soon learns to copy and repeat certain 
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actions; he finds himself in the anonymity of the highways, the petrol stations, the art 

galleries and the malls, and accepts to erase his former identity in order to have a place 

within the Anglo society of the U.S. Due to geographical and social mobility Máximo 

gets lost, he cannot face responsibilities or commit himself. Mobility allows him to 

evade problems and decision-making; yet, this situation makes him uneasy, unsatisfied, 

incomplete, and displaced. He inhabits non-places in search of a better life, that’s why 

he can only live in the present without recalling his history, his past and his country. 

Anonymity, on its part, grants him the possibility to circulate around different cities 

with a certain degree of freedom. 

Pastora, on the other hand, thanks to anonymity and a high degree of physical and 

emotional mobility can re-establish contact with her Indian past and stand as a distinct 

human being. She had also been an inhabitant of multiple non-places of the post- 

modern world but her going back to cultural values makes her capable of self-sacrifice 

and suffering for the sake of others. She moves from the empty and solitary world she 

used to live in, where all actions lasted but the time of a show, in the direction of the 

world of everyday routines, which have the power to construct a personal history rooted 

in time and space. Return to place is the resource of the person who lives in non-places 

and dreams of having a home, Pastora fixes her place resorting to activities such as 

cultivating the land and planting seeds that would bring about life, routines of pre- 

modern times; Máximo, lost and alienated, fixes his own imaginary place entertaining 

the idea that Pastora is an invention that makes his world tolerable “an idea, […] which 

is and always has been your place (my own emphasis), sensing yourself alien to the 

earth.” (Castillo 354) 

In So far From God, the second of Castillo’s novels, the concept of movement 

across real or symbolic borders is intensified to the point of creating the need for a 

guide or map, which can orient the reading process. Castillo provides for this narrative a 

spatial configuration which is completely different from the highly-urban Chicago; 

Tome is a small community, truly far from centres of power, set in the rural area of New 

Mexico, surrounded by plains and mountains. The spatial structures chosen by Castillo 

are the protagonists’ family house, and other dwelling places such as trailers or adobe 

huts, the town church, the streets and the road that connects Tome and Alburquerque, all 

showing typical traits of border areas. Characteristic feelings of the borderlands present 
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in the text are a deep sense of neglect and vulnerability, combined in some cases with a 

feeling of anger and helplessness. However, Castillo combines the former with the 

imaginative ways in which the female characters attempt to improve their existence and 

find self-realization through recovery of lost or denied spaces. 

The novel turns around Sofía, who lives in-between two completely different 

worlds: a pre-modern one- that of her ancestors, who had a strong respect towards the 

natural world- and a post-modern one- that of her descendants, who are trapped in the 

insecurities of an individualistic, consumerist society. That is why her life is not even 

close to ‘comfortable’ (my own emphasis). Three of her daughters manage to escape the 

curse of living a materialistic life and either had decided to fight, as Esperanza did for 

her beliefs, or had engaged in the magical world of their ancestors who worshipped 

nature and disregarded goods, such as La Loca and Caridad. These three characters 

represent the possibility to work from within the established systems of power- 

patriarchy with an open mind to accept other ways of thinking, other cultural resources 

and beliefs, and thus, constitute one’s place of identity. Fe, on the contrary, in her effort 

to assimilate into the Anglo culture, is the only one who appears unable to survive. 

Contact with materialistic standards had completely disintegrated her and is the only 

daughter that does not come back in any sort of way after her death, as it happens with 

the other three. 

Sofía, is the character who embodies a combination of cultural, pre-modern wisdom 

based on true values anchored in popular tradition and women’s strength. The character 

endures adversity in multiple ways: abandonment, hardships, grief of losing loved ones 

but she never surrenders, she continues to struggle for her beliefs and survive in the 

post-modern world she lives in. Her place is the small town of Tome, the land of her 

parents; the survival kit includes love, hope, imagination-madness-, and also faith but 

not blind, rather a faith rooted in the cultural values that will make her effort 

meaningful. 

From the above discussion, the following conclusions can be derived: 

 

 

 Spatial configurations such as towns and cities, their landscapes and 

other structures such as buildings, rooms, roads are not mere elements of 
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the setting but become signifying systems that contribute to identity 

construction; 

 Alternative spaces as that of art represented in the texts by scrapbooks, 

photo albums, quilts, songs, sculptures and films constitute spaces of 

representation that convey a way of symbolic resistance and supplement 

the process of identity construction; 

 The concepts of place and personal identity are inter-related and most of 

the times used interchangeably as suggested by the literature and by the 

analysis of the corpus. The characters that were able to construct their 

identity- women- show they are rooted in place and in some of the cases 

the writers signal de process of self-construction and realization using 

the expression “become place.” 

 The construction of personal identity implies a ‘process of becoming’ 

(my own emphasis) that includes a blend of contributions received from 

centres of culture combined with social practices; 

 The concept of home goes beyond the spatial denotation of the word and 

connotes communication, ties, sense of belonging. When the notion of 

home is altered, this either brings about or originates in neglected 

communication, lack of genuine ties or absence of a sense of belonging, 

what leads to the emergence of borders between individuals; 

 The concept of border in post-colonial texts appears as a site of 

contention and resistance, but also of negotiation and articulation; 

borders are sometimes externally imposed, others self-imposed; in both 

cases they admit the possibility of being reformulated, recreated and 

pulled down. 

 Going beyond borders implies ‘travelling’ from the position of the Self 

to that of Other Selves, not just to that of the Other or  An-Other, 

covering the existent distance between positions and entering 

Thirdspace. 

We have hypothesized Canadian literary attitudes might turn around survival 

issues, hypothesis that has been confirmed. In Surfacing the protagonist manages to 

survive alienation and displacement through a return to less modern, technological, and 
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individualistic practices, establishing a difference with her American neighbours. In 

Alias Grace survival is related to enduring the hostility of imprisonment but also the 

self-imposed, prison-like silence regarding the truth about the murders. Identity 

construction relies, in both cases, on refusing to victimize the characters, granting them 

the power to make crucial decisions that will not let them appear as helpless victims of 

an external situation they cannot change. The influence of their ancestry does not appear 

as a decisive element in the evolution of characters. 

As regards Chicana literary attitudes, our hypotheses have also been confirmed; 

self-definition is at the heart of both novels, Sapogonia and So far from God, paying 

special attention to the ambiguity of living between and even among various cultures. 

Here, we may point to a difference between Canadian and Chicana literary stances 

regarding genealogy, since Chicanas have developed a preference-not evident in the 

Canadian texts- for their pre-modern past that connects them through their ancestry, to 

the wider world of Amerindian cultures. This preference is also rooted in the fact that 

they accept their cultural legacy full of mythical traditions and merge it with their 

present-day practices. Nevertheless, both texts present cases of characters that prefer to 

assimilate into the Anglo culture, what suggests that adherence to their original culture 

is, by no means, the norm. 

The analysis carried out so far allows us to assert that, in view of the fact that 

definitive generalizations cannot be drawn from the study of a corpus reduced to four 

novels, the preceding discussion and conclusions can serve as a preliminary study in 

preparation for further research. In doing so, it might be interesting to consider what 

Augé proposes in El viaje imposible: “The world still exists in its diversity. Perhaps, 

one of our most urgent tasks is to learn again how to travel, not guided by tourism, not 

to faraway places, but to the regions that are close to us, in order to learn how to see 

again.” (16) Literature is, as it has always been, a suitable vehicle to allow human 

beings to embark in this type of journey, which helps provide insight into new ways of 

seeing and understanding human nature. In this sense, literary research is well worth the 

effort. 
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